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CHAPTER I
THE NEED FOR A MEASURE OF INTERPERSONAL FUNCTIONING
Interpersonal experience is the essence of human life. This is
the basic assumption upon which the following work is predicated. I
would like to state this assumption more strongly. If man is to find
meaning in his existence, he must find it in his interpersonal living.
It is only as he lives interpersonally that he is able to experience
those qualities of life that make his life distinctly human, distinctly
meaningful. It follows that anything that interferes with effective
interpersonal living stands between a man and the possibility of his
fully experiencing life. A man can only be whole to the extent that his
interpersonal living is effective.
The centrality of interpersonal living has not gone unnoticed in
the field of psychology. In her introduction to Principles of Intensive
Psychotherapy , Frieda Fromm-Reichmann emphasizes the interpersonal.
Emotional difficulties in living are difficulties in inter-
personal relationships; and a person is not emotionally
hampered, that is, he is mentally healthy, to the extent
which he is able to be aware of, and therefore to handle,
his interpersonal relationships (147). In stating this
and, by implication, defining psychiatry and psychotherapy
as the science and art of interpersonal relationships, I
not only wish to say that a person is mentally healthy to
the extent to which he is able to be aware of and to handle
his overt relationships with other people. But I also wish
to refer to a much more far-reaching fact. We can under-
stand human personality only in terms of interpersonal
relationships. There is no way to know about human per-
sonality other than by means of what one person conveys
^
to another, that is, in terms of his relationship with him.
Interpersonal living is also basic in the thought of Karen Horney.
Rejecting instinct theory, she asserts that neuroses stem from cultural
-
factors, or more specifically, from disturbances in human relationships.
2In The Neuroti c Personality of Our Time , she presents in detail what
she terms the neurotic need for affection. In so doing, she makes it
clear how disrupted human relationships give rise to neurosis.
Interpersonal factors are also of great importance in the theories
3
of Erich Fromm and Harr Stack Sullivan* Fromrn, like Homey, looks to
culture as the source of Man's anxiety. It is human relations that
give rise to the human condition, and Man is a product of His inter-
personal life. For Sullivan, too, personality is defined in inter-
personal terms. Personality is the "relatively enduring pattern of
4
recurring interpersonal situations which characterize a human life."
This is basic to his interpersonal theory of psychiatry. Man is known
and understood only through His human relationships.
This recognition of the centrality of the interpersonal in human
life holds implications for the future direction of psychology. First,
it means that psychological health must be defined interpersonally . A
person who is healthy is one who is able to function effectively along
the different dimensions of interpersonal life. Conversely, mental
illness must be understood as an inability to live effectively along
one or a number of interpersonal dimensions. Second, it means that if
psychology is to deal effectively with human problems, it must hold as
one of its goals a greater understanding of human relationships. It
must strive to define the dimensions of effective interpersonal function-
ing. Since psychotherapy is the most available setting in psychology,
it is the logical setting for the investigation of interpersonal
functioning. Although little has been done to investigate the dimen-
sions of interpersonal functioning in psychotherapy, there is a growing
body of literature concerned with such an investigation. What has been
3done can be roughly subdivided into two categories. The first of
these relates to the problem area that is the focus of the therapeutic
relationship, or the reason why the client seeks therapy. The second of
these areas goes beyond any specific content and centers on those dimen-
sions that are present in any constructive human relationship involving
"more knowing" and "less knowing" individuals. Outstanding among the
work done in this area is that of Robert R. Carkhuff and Charles B.
Truax. Their work has been extensive and no review will be attempted
here.
5
But it is important to be aware of the fact that they have
found a number of interpersonal variables that have been shown to be
central to constructive therapeutic relationships. Among these are
the therapist variables of empathic understanding, respect or positive
regard, genuineness, personally relevant concreteness and self-disclosure.
Carkhuff has called these the core of facilitative functioning. It is
upon this core that the interpersonal relationship in therapy depends,
as does the outcome of therapy.
If the outcome of therapy depends on the core of facilitative
conditions, what need is there to be concerned with the specific content
area, the interpersonal problem that brought about a need for therapy?
Perhaps a concern for this area is limited, but that does not mean
that diagnostic information concerning the client can not be helpful.
Reliable and valid information concerning the strengths and weaknesses
of the client's interpersonal life can provide effective and time-
saving leads in dealing with his defensive maneuvering in therapy. If
such information is provided, it is possible to use it to make therapy
shorter and more to the point.
The problem of providing interpersonal diagnostic information in a
4systematic mariner is one that has rarely been tackled. Timothy Leary,
asserting that the interpersonal can be considered "the most crucial
and functionally important dimension of personality," 6 has set forth a
systematic approach in his Interpersonal Diagnosis of Personality . From
a vast amount of interpersonal information he collected, he derived
what he felt to be sixteen distinct mechanisms or reflexes that could
be used for the classification of interpersonal behavior. His classi-
fication system could be used to rate any individual on his interper-
sonal behavior. Through the use of statistical procedures, information
concerning a given individual can be transformed into a "point which
summarizes all of the interpersonal behavior in any behavioral sequence
in terms of its distance and direction from the center of [a] Circle.*1
Leary's profiles can be used in a number of different ways. But there
are two distinct drawbacks to his system. First of all, the profiles
are not actual measures of interpersonal behavior. Rather, they merely
render a graphic representation of information that must be obtained
beforehand. The second problem concerns the "second person" in the
interpersonal behavior to be rated. It is well-known that a person's
behavior will vary depending on those he is with at a given time.
Leary's system vrould require either some sort of summary representation
of all of a person's different interactions, which might well be
meaningless, or would necessitate a different profile to describe his
behavior with each different person with whom he interacted. This
would be too cumbersome to give a clear picture of his interpersonal
life. Leary's system might also be criticized on the basis of his
sixteen mechanisms that he uses to describe interpersonal behavior.
Many of them appear to be overlapping. In addition, there are some
5basic interpersonal behaviors that are not accounted for. Thus, there
are a number of ways in which Leary's interpersonal diagnosis could be
revised beneficially.
The present research is an attempt to develop a satisfactory system
of interpersonal diagnosis. The fundamental question to such research
is "what are those areas of interpersonal relating that are the most
basic to human life?" The answer to this question must be partially
subjective. Yet important guidelines may be found in the literature.
Throughout the literature a great many areas of interpersonal relating
are suggested. To sort these out for those which are distinct and
basic is not an easy task. The areas that were chosen are felt to be
comprehensive, yet distinct, and basic: many other dimensions of inter-
personal relating could be considered combinations of these basic ones.
A discussion of the areas that were chosen will be reserved for a more
complete discussion of the system of interpersonal diagnosis. No one
system provided all the areas that were chosen, but that of Erik Erikson
contributed significantly to the selection of areas. In Childhood and
Society , Erikson presents in detail the "Eight Ages of Man." Character-
istic of some of these eight ages are interpersonal relations that are
shown to be fundamental to human life. Erikson has brilliantly woven
these interpersonal extensions into Freudian psychosexual theory and in
so doing has greatly broadened the meaning of Freudian psychology.
Once the basic interpersonal dimensions were chosen, the second
major consideration was "how could an individual's strengths and weak-
nesses be evaluated adequately along these different dimensions?" This
is a question of form: what objective form of measurement could be
used for such an evaluation? A picture arrangement test was decided
upon. Picture arrangement tests comprise a relatively unexplored area
of testing. In view of the dearth of material relating to picture
arrangement tests, this might be viewed as a tenuous decision. In
fact, it is, but it is not a decision that is not lent some support by
the literature. What little reference there is in the literature to
picture arrangement tests is mostly related to the Picture Arrangement
subtest on the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS). There are
some references to the Picture Arrangement Test (PAT) developed by
Tompkins and Horn. However, this test provides little information
relevant to the construction of an objective measure of interpersonal
functioning. On the other hand, the Picture Arrangement subtest of
the WAIS is generally recognized to be a measure of the social function-
ing of the individual. David Rappaport elaborates on this point in
o
Diagnostic Psychological Testing . . He also points out that this subtest
is a very sensitive one. If errors can be controlled for in some manner
the picture arrangement subtest should provide an accurate picture of
an individual's social functioning. It should also be noted that the
picture arrangement subtest is a performance subtest and is thus well
suited to a direct measurement of social behavior. It is clear that
social behavior relies more heavily upon performance variables, or
"action" variables, and depends less heavily upon verbal abilities.
Since very little has been done in the way of interpersonal testing
if a sensitive test could be constructed to assess objectively and
directly an individual's interpersonal functioning along the basic
dimensions of human relations, it would be possible to provide inter-
personal diagnostic information that heretofore has not been available.
The task then was to build a test that could provide such information.
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CHAPTER II
THE NATURE OF THE TEST
The Henderer-Harrison Interpersonal Relations Scale (HHIRS) was
developed to measure objectively an individual's competence to function
effectively across a number of interpersonal dimensions. In the event
that problems in inter-personal functioning appear, the test is designed
to provide information concerning the nature of the interpersonal
problems.
The HHIRS is a picture arrangement test composed of 48 items. Each
item represents a particular content area, e.g., trust, as it must be
dealt with in the context of a particular interpersonal relationship,
e.g., boy-girl. Each individual item is composed of a four-panel Peanuts
cartoon. The four panels are presented in a scrambled order to the
subject, whose task it is to reorder the panels to their original
sequence within a given period of time. An individual's total score
is the number of sequences which he could not properly order. This
score reflects the individual's level of interpersonal competence. The
content of the failed items supplies vital information concerning the
nature of his interpersonal problems. The entire test may be seen in
Appendix A.
Why Peanuts cartoons were chosen for this test is a simple matter.
Humor is assumed to be an integral part of mental health, and Peanuts
is widely acclaimed as one of the nation's most humorous cartoon strips.
In addition, this strip is suited for use in such a test as the HHIRS
because of the large amount of psychological material that has been
woven into the lives of its characters. Peanuts is a "natural for a
psychologi cal tes t
.
9The test is based on the assumption that an item will be failed
when the emotional reaction of the testee to the content of the item
prevents him from arriving at the correct solution within the allotted
time. This assumption of emotional blocking has long been central to
the diagnostic use of the WAIS. It is recognized that many items are
failed because they are emotionally loaded for the subject, rather than
because they are beyond his intellectual ability. Rappaport, in
Diagnostic Psychological Testing , asserts that an individual's ability
to score highly on the picture arrangement subtest of the WAIS is partly
dependent upon his ability to deal with the emotional content of the
items. * The fact that the ability to solve scrambled cartoons is partly
a function of the emotions has been demonstrated as a sidelight of a
study by Henderer and Oakes, which used scrambled Peanuts cartoons. It
was shown that, for solvable cartoons, those which were designated as
being emotionally loaded were solved significantly less frequently than
2
those designated as neutral.
Content Areas
The HHIRS is concerned with six interpersonal areas. These will be
referred to as content areas. The six content areas are trust, hostility,
giving, seduction, dominance and guilt. The following theoretical dis-
cussion of each of these areas makes it clear that it would be difficult
to use them in the test in their extended form. Therefore, a simplified,
concrete expression of these areas was adopted for use in the test, so
that the content could be easily recognized by the testee. A short
explanation of the simplified version of each category will accompany
each theoretical discussion.
Trust. Trust is the most basic of interpersonal dimensions. As
10
Erikson points out, the establishment of a basic trust is the funda-
mental goal of the relationship between the newborn infant and the
mother. In an individual's world the presence of trust means that there
is certainty and stability: there is a quality of knowing what to expect.
This predictability does not refer to the details of any relationship;
rather, it refers to the confidence that the second person in the inter-
personal relationship has, and will maintain, a facilitative approach to
the relationship. If an individual establishes a number of trusting
relationships early in his life, his trusting goes beyond any individual
relationship: trust becomes characteristic of his outlook on the world
and life. The individual leads his life with certainty and confidence.
Without trust, there is no stability in an individual's world. The fears
stemming from the normal unpredictability of everyday life, with which
all people must deal, are underscored, for the untrusting person, by his
basic fear that life will deal harshly with him at every turn. His
overwhelming fears prevent him from acting in the face of the unpre-
dictability of life, and rob him of the opportunity to learn to trust
by establishing trusting relationships in those situations where it is
possible. A vicious circle is established, and the individual is forced
to live in isolation.
Those cartoons chosen to deal with trust on the HHIRS rely heavily
on the identification figure's ability to count on someone: he looks to
another person to provide certainty and stability in his world.
Hostili ty . Hostility is another basic dimension of interpersonal
relationships. It is the desire of one individual to destroy another
individual. Although hostility can be used in a constructive manner,
a purely hostile relationship is characterized by attempts by one
individual to be destructive to another: no attempt is made to employ
the hostility constructively as a basis of inquiring further into the
relationship. The logical extension of the hostile relationship is
thus a life or death battle with the sole objective of destroying
another individual-
The expression of hostility is not always so clearly understood as
a life and death battle. Hostility is expressed in many ways, some
more subtle than others. For the purposes of the HHIRS, hostile cartoons
are those which deal with a more popular conception of hostility. Char-
acters are shown to be angry with each other and, in some cases, to act
out this anger.
Giving
.
Giving is a basic dimension of interpersonal relating that
is often overlooked by psychologists. It is an interpersonal orientation
that is in direct contrast to hostility: while hostility is destructive,
giving is constructive. Giving, in an interpersonal relationship is
based on a deep respect for the other person's worth and a recognition
of his rights as a free individual. It is characterized by an indivi-
duals concern for the welfare of another and by his acting on this con-
cern. This action involves the individual's putting himself out, a
"risking of himself," either for the sake of the relationship or for the
sake of the other person. Thus we see that a giving person has a con-
structive attitude toward others and is willing to give of himself in
order to implement this attitude.
Again for the purposes of the HHIRS, the cartoons dealing with
giving employ a more popular conception of the term. What is given is
often an object, a compliment or a privilege.
Seduction. Seduction is an interpersonal dimension that is
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primarily associated with sex; however, it is by no means confined to
sex alone. More generally, seduction can be understood simply as temp-
tation or enticement- to any action or point of view, good or bad. This
enticement is directed primarily to the emotions, rather than at the
intellect. An important aspect of this concept, and one which dis-
tinguishes seduction from hostility, is that the seducer remains aware
of the interests and feelings of the seduced. This awareness serves to
forward his (the seducer's) own personal ends, and only apparently
exists out of genuine concern for the seduced.
In light of the fact that seduction is epitomized, in the popular
mind, by sex, and also because sexual problems are frequent in psycho-
therapy, it was decided the content of the cartoons chosen to deal with
seduction in the HHIRS should be sexual in nature.
Dominance . Dominance, in the interpersonal relationship, is
characterized by the desire of an individual to control completely the
actions of another. The dominating person is one who attempts to make
all the decisions and to determine the final outcome of the situation.
In so doing, he works for an eradication of the individuality of the
dominated person. In contrast to the seducer, the dominator shows no
concern or respect for the interests and integrity of the person whom
he dominates! he simply is interested in acquiring and exercising
power over that person. Such a desire is rooted in one of the funda-
mental characteristics of the destructive person: that he will allow
no man to go further than he himself has gone.
The cartoons used to deal with dominance on the HHIRS concern the
ability of an individual to control the final outcome of a situation
by making the decisions for another person or imposing his point of
view on that person.
13
Guilt . The final area of interpersonal relating to be considered
is that of guilt. Guilt is rooted in an individual's feelings of
inadequacy and incompleteness. Feelings of inadequacy can arise either
from the performance of an act judged (by the individual or by his
society) to be wrong, or from the failure to perfoim an act judged to
be right. In addition, guilt feelings can arise from an individual's
failing to act at all--either "right" or "wrong"--in a situation.
Existential psychologists, who equate living with acting, point out
that failure to act at all is a failure to live. Man's feelings of
guilt tell him that he has adopted a stance which is not allowing him
to live fully; thus guilt, as seen by the existentialist, may serve to
stimulate man to a fuller life. This is in contrast to the under-
standing of guilt presented by Erikson in Childhood and Society . For
Erikson, guilt is the product of the discouragement of initiative, and
3
causes an individual to live a repressed and restricted life. Both of
these theories provide valuable insights into the nature of guilt.
Guilt cartoons on the HHIRS were concerned with the guilt feelings
of the individual, that resulted from another individual's impressing
upon him the wrongness of his actions.
Second Person Categori es
In any interpersonal relationship in which these six basic
dimensions—or any others--are involved, it is important to remember
that there are two people involved. The implication of this is that
any interpersonal relationship is a two-way relationship. That is, at
any one point in time, either of the participants in the relationship
can assume an active stance, while the other assumes a passive stance:
one is acting; the other is receiving his action. In light of the
14
fact that an individual may be either acting or
acted upon in an inter-
personal relationship, any measure that would assess his
ability to
function in such a relationship must take into account
his abilities
both as an actor and as a receiver of action. On
the basis of this
assumption, each of the six content areas of the HHIRS
was divided into
an active and a passive version. In the active
version, it was the
identification figure who acted (e.g., who trusted); in the
passive
form, it was the identification figure who
received the action (e.g.,
who was trusted.) Thus the HHIRS takes into
consideration the fact
that any interpersonal relationship is a two-way
relationship.
Another aspect of any interpersonal relationship,
that must be
taken into consideration, concerns the second
person in that relation-
ship. As mentioned above, it is well-known
that any person's behavior
in a relationship depends upon the
person with whom the relationship
exists. Therefore, who the second person is
is a primary consideration
in the evaluation of an individual's
functioning in that relationship.
With this in mind, an attempt was made to
determine the basic types of
persons to whom the identification figure
might relate. It is important
to note that in all cases the
identification figure is male.* The
following types of second persons were
chosen: Mother, Father, Female
Peer, Male Peer. These will be referred
to as the second-person
categories.
Mother and Father were chosen for
t» reasons. The first reason
*The use of the male identification
figure was
of thelact that the HHIRS was designed
tc> be given in a^al oriente
STi^ST!^ =Hf= coTs^tor .men.
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is an obvious one: an individual's parents play an extremely important
role in his life. Because of their role, they may often be the focus of
psychological problems. A second reason for their inclusion stems from
the role they play as authority figures: indeed, they are much more
than authority figures; they are prototypes which determine, in large
part, the way in which an individual will relate to all authority
figures. Therefore the use of these figures as second persons in a
relationship will not only reveal problems with parents, but also with
all individuals who act as authority figures in relation to the testee.
The choice of the Female Peer as a second-person category was also
made for two reasons. The Female Peer represents a large number of
people with whom the individual comes in contact in his daily living.
Because the identification figure is male, the Female Peer also repre-
sents a potentially very special type of relationship: it is only with
a female peer that society sanctions a sexual relationship. Furthermore,
it is, in most cases, a female peer with whom life is shared.
The Male Peer was chosen for the obvious reason that he represents
the balance, if not the majority, of the individuals wi th whom the male
deals in his interpersonal life.
Each of these four second-person categories is taken into account
in the HHIRS in the following manner. In both the active and the passive
forms of each of the six content areas, each of the four second-person
categories is represented by one test item. The matrix shown in Table 1
is a graphic representation of the organization of the content of the
test.
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Plus-Minus Sequence
Now that the basic structure of the system of interpersonal
diagnosis has been derived, attention must be given to the nature of
the individual items. Another apsect of interpersonal relations must be
considered at this point.
Along any content area there may be either a positive or a nega-
tive expression of the content. A person's ability to deal with the
content of a relationship with a given person may be a function of the
positive or negative expression of that content. For example, an
individual's ability to deal in a relationship where trust is extended
may differ significantly from his ability to deal with that same rela-
tionship where trust is withheld. This positive or negative expression
of a content area had to be taken into consideration in the selection
of each individual item. In each cartoon, there could be either a
positive or a negative expression of a content area. For simplicity,
these could be expressed as plus () or minus (-) sequences. In
addition, it was realized that the mode of expression could vary within
a given sequence. A sequence might begin wi th a negative expression
and end with a positive expression of the content: sequences could
be either -+ or +- . To make clear the fact that there was no variation
in the constant sequences, they were designated as or --. Any given
cartoon could take the form of one of these four patterns.
To assure that each pattern of expression appeared with equal
frequency within each content area, the cartoons within that area were
selected so that each pattern appeared once in both the active and the
The number of pictures designated as "beginning" or "ending"
varied from sequence to sequence.
18
passive content areas. The positive-negative sequences of the items
in the passive version of each content area are exactly opposite to
those of their counterparts in the active version. In addition, each
pattern was placed exactly three times in each second-person category.
Attention to the plus-minus sequences of the items was of further
advantage in that it would prevent the testee from learning that one
particular sequence was dominant, a fact that might prove helpful to
him in solving later test items. The resulting matrix of positive and
negative patterns is shown in Appendix B.
It can easily be seen that in any particular combination of content
area and second-person category (within any one cell of the matrix),
there is only one test item, and that only one pattern can be used. An
exhaustive test of interpersonal behavior would be composed of four
items for each cell of the matrix. In the construction of the HHIRS, it
was not felt that such an exhaustive test was necessary. Rather, it
was felt that the sampling of behaviors in any given cell would be
sufficient. As a result, an understanding of an individual's inter-
personal behavior in a given cell depends on the way he scores in the
entire categories whose intersection is that cell. The HHIRS does not
rely on any particular test item, but rather on an individual's per-
formance along the entirety of the particular dimensions.
Additional Controls
There are a number of other variables which had to be taken into
consideration in the selection of individual items for the HHIRS. One
of the primary considerations was that each picture sequence be of
roughly the same difficulty. In addition, the difficulty of transition
between each panel of each item had to be equal. A further consideration
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stems from the fact that the final panel in a Peanuts cartoon is often
identifiable in a number of ways. For example, Charles Schulz always
places his signature in the final panel. This was corrected by blacking
out his signature and by placing a similar black strip in every panel.
Characteristic facial or verbal expressions or style of printing may
also serve as keys to identify the final panel, and had to be controlled.
An obvious consideration in the selection of items was that each
cartoon be clearly concerned with the designated content area and with
the designated second- person. Since Charles Schultz never pictures
adults, the items calling for mother or father relationships had to
rely on verbal reference to these relationships. In such cases the
child was, if possible, pictured alone. In cases where this was not
possible, another character, of the same sex as the parent concerned,
was the other participant in the cartoon. This is not to say that the
relationship in question in such cartoons was that with the substituted
character; rather, the substituted character and the identification
figure conversed about the relationship between the parent and the
identification figure. Another consideration in the selection of items
was that the thematic content of the cartoon be characteristic of the
relationship between the identification figure and the second person
(e.g., a cartoon dealing with the son-mother relationship might
have,
for its theme, something to do with the provision of food.)
All the above variables were considered for one basic
reason:
since a failure to solve a given item would be interpreted
as emotional
blocking, all other variables that might influence the solution
of an
item, must be held constant. The acceptability of an item,
on the basis
of all these criteria, was judged by three individuals deemed psycho-
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logically sophisticated.
As might be imagined from the number of criteria that any item must
meet in order to be included in the HHIRS, it was impossible to obtain
all of the test items from the published works of Charles Schulz. It
was therefore necessary to modify a majority of the cartoons selected
for use. In addition to the criteria already mentioned, certain cri-
teria had to be considered concerning the construction of the items.
The first requirement was that the constructed cartoons be as consistent
with original Peanuts cartoons as possible. Accordingly, the themes
and situations used by Schulz himself were employed whenever possible.
In no case was a theme or situation employed that was not consistent
with the type of subject matter used by Schulz. Similar standards were
set for characters and wording.
In constructing the items, the amount of work varied greatly from
item to item. In some cases, it was only necessary to replace one
caption in an original Schulz sequence. In other cases, it was
necessary to create a completely original cartoon, selecting pictures
from one or several different Schulz cartoons, and replacing all the
words. (In selecting pictures from different cartoons for use in a
completely revised item, it was necessary to consider a great number of
details, such as consistency of clothing, background, position of
characters, facial expressions and the like, and spatial considerations
that would allow room for the desired working.) The difficulty of
construction of any one item might lie anywhere on the continuum
between these two extremes. In no case were any drawings changed or
Graduate students in psychology
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created: only wording was revised. Here again, it was important that
the printing within the captions resemble as closely as possible that
of Schulz, so that attention was not drawn to the construction. The
actual mechanics of the construction involved cutting out the undesired
balloons, printing the desired wording on paper of similar quality and
color, and inserting and gluing the new caption into the new balloon.
Parallel Forms
So far, the discussion has centered around the construction of a
single form of the HHIRS. Actually, the test was constructed in two
parallel forms. The usual method for constructing parallel tests, as
4
described by Gulliksen in Theory of Mental Tests , was not followed.
Rather, the items in both forms were chosen according to the same
stringent criteria and were thus assumed to constitute parallel forms.
The definition of parallel tests that would be used to determine
whether the attempt to construct parallel tests had been successful,
was that given by Gulliksen. 5 The degree to which the test proved to
be parallel will be discussed in the results section of Chapter 3. The
reason for the construction of a parallel form was to provide an alter-
native measure. The two forms could thus be used as pre- and post-
measures with the same subjects in subsequent research. The parallel
forms could also be used in assessing the reliability of the test: the
reliability of the test could be defined by using parallel tests in the
6
manner presented by Gulliksen.
At this point, the only other apsect of the parallel form (Form
B , as opposed to Form A) that requires consideration concerns the
pattern of plus-minus sequence used in the selection and construction
of items. Each item in Form B is the opposite of its counterpart in
22
Form A in this respect. This can be seen in Appendix B.
Valldi ty Measures
Perhaps the factor of greatest interest concerning any test is
whether or not it is valid. Accordingly, there was an attempt to
collect information that would serve to validate the findings of the
test. Although the actual behavior of the individuals who were tested
was considered to be the ultimate criterion to be used in evaluating
the test, self-reports of behavior were felt to be the most feasible
source of data in this situation. With this in mind, a questionnaire
was designed to provide basic behavioral data concerning each indivi-
dual tested. This questionnaire may be seen in Appendix C.
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CHAPTER III
THE PILOT STUDY: METHOD AND RESULTS
Method
Basic Organization . The HHIRS was designed so that it could be
easily administered either individually or to a large group of people.
The four panels of each item were glued, in a scrambled order, onto a
square of cardboard. Out of the twenty- three possible scrambled orders
in which the panels might appear, only ten were used. These ten were
those scrambled orders in which no two panels were in the order in
which they appeared in the original cartoon. The sequences which were
used were: 2143, 3142, 2413, 4321, 3241, 4132, 3214, 2431, 1432, 4213.
These ten sequences are presented here in random order. Each scrambled
sequence was given a number corresponding to its position in this
randomized list and was assigned to an item. The pattern of assignment
assured that each sequence would appear as seldom as possible in any
given dimension.
Once the panels were glued onto the cards, the cards in each form
were randomized. The order of the cards was examined to determine four
things: (1) that no more than two identical scrambling sequences
appeared consecutively, (2) that no more than two identical plus-minus
sequences appeared consecutively, (3) that no more than two identical
content areas appeared consecutively, and (4) that no more than two
identical second person categories appeared consecutively.
For the purposes of the present research, both forms of the test
The "original" order was determined by a strict numerical pro
gression (i.e., 1234, 1243, 1324, ... 4321).
were presented to the subjects simultaneously. To control for fatigue
and other factors of sequential presentation, the items of the two
forms were combined in random order. The same checks were made that
had been made after each form was randomized. The only exceptions to
the criteria used for ordering the individual forms, was that three
identical content areas were allowed to appear consecutively in a few
cases.
Subjects . In a pilot study, the HHIRS was presented to 25 subjects,
eighteen men and seven women. The subjects were students at the
University of Massachusetts summer school, and were enrolled in an
introductory course in psychology. They participated in the research
because of a course requirement.
Presentation . The combined forms of the HHIRS were presented to
the subjects en masse . The subjects were seated with adequate spacing,
facing a large movie screen. Each subject was provided with an answer
sheet and pencil. The answer sheet appears in Appendix D. The instruc-
tions were read aloud to the subjects by the administrator of the test.
The instructions appear in full in Appendix D. They center around the
explanation of the means by which the items are to be solved. Affixed
to the center of the cardboard square to which each item was glued was
a piece of paper with four typewritten numbers to identify the four
panels of the cartoons. The layout can be seen by referring to the
test items in Appendix A. The subjects are to use these numbers when
indicating on the answer sheet the order in which the panels should
appear. For example, the answer recorded on the answer sheet for the
cartoon pictures as practice item No. 3 in Appendix A would read
"4213." That is to say, panel four is the first picture in the
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unscrambled cartoon, panel two is the next, and so on. Instructions
also called attention to the fact that it would be noticeable that new
wording had been supplied in some of the captions. It was emphasized
that such changes provided no special clues for solving the cartoons,
and that it would be to the subject's advantage not to waste time by
giving reworded cartoons extra attention. It was also pointed out that
there might be more than one acceptable answer for some cartoons. (The
presentation of the cartoons to judges, prior to the administration,
showed that a few of the cartoons had more than one acceptable answer.)
Following the reading of the instructions, the lights were turned
out and the administrator presented three sample cartoons and explained
the method of solution. Then the administration of the test proper
began. Each item was projected individually onto the screen for a
period of one minute. During this period, the subject was to solve
the cartoon and write his answer. The only interval between test items
was that required to insert the new item into the opaque projector.
After half of the items had been presented, a five-minute break was
allowed. After the second half of the items had been presented, the
subjects were asked to fill out the aforementioned questionnaire.
Scoring— The Test . Once the data was collected, each answer sheet
was corrected. A score of one was given for each cartoon that
was not
solved correctly; the total score was the number of cartoons missed.
It was then determined which cell in the HHIRS matrix corresponded
to which item number in the order of presentation. For example, the
cell which represents the boy-father passive trust relationship was
the 44th item to be presented. A matrix was then made for each
subject,
27
with an MX" placed in the cell of each item that was missed. This
provided a pictorial representation of each subject's interpersonal
abilities. A matrix obtained by one of the subjects is pictured in
Table 2. As can be seen from this matrix, certain patterns of an
individual's ability (or inability) to function interpersonally, emerge.
There is little doubt that the subject in question has difficulty with
problems of dominance and submission. Such patterns will be discussed
at greater length in the chapter on implications.
Scoring--The Questionnaire . The answers for each question on the
questionnaire were given a numerical rating on a continuum. For any
unanswered question, a score was substituted. This score was an
average of the performance of all other subjects on that question. The
score obtained for the answer to the question on the questionnaire was
correlated with different subscores on the test. The subscores used
for each form were the total score of each subcontent area and the total
score of each second person categories. In addition, a total score for
each form was used.
Variables . As was stated previously, each subject was given a
score, which was the number of errors made on both forms of the test.
In addition to this total score, a number of subscores were also com-
puted for each subject, for each form of the test. The first of these
subscores were total scores for each form of the test. There was also
one subscore for the active form of each content area and one subscore
for the passive form of each content area. There was also one subscore
for each second-person category. Scores were, in addition, given to
each subject for each question on the questionnaire, furthermore, a
score for each item was given. These 65 subscores were those that were
used in the analysis of the data from each form of the test. Subscores
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were punched on data cards for use in the CDC 3600 computer.
Results
The analysis of the data was performed to provide information about
four basic aspects of the test: (1) the extent to which the two forms
were parallel, (2) whether or not the test was reliable, (3) whether or
not the test or any aspects of it were valid, and (4) the extent to
which each item related to a number of indices (item analysis).
Parallel forms . To assess the degree to which the two forms of the
test were parallel, the procedure indicated by Gulliksen's definition of
parallel forms, was used. A two-tailed _t test for correlated samples
was computed on the means, df « 24. A t of 4.55 was obtained. There-
fore, _t was highly significant, past the .001 level: in terms of the
means, the tests were not found to be parallel. Table 3 shows the means,
variances and intercorrelation for both forms of the pilot study of
the HHIRS.
A two- tailed _t test for correlated samples was also performed to
assess the difference between the variances of the two forms. At of
2.27 was obtained, df - 23, p <.05. Again, in terms of the variances,
the two forms of the HHIRS were not found to be parralel.
The third computation in the evaluation of the extent to which
the two tests were parallel was a correlation between the total scores
obtained on each form of the test. A Pearson product-moment correlation
was found to be .84, df - 23. This is highly significant, beyond the
.001 level: the forms of the test by this index are judged to be
parallel
.
In the light of these results, it would be difficult to make the
assumption that the two forms of the test were parallel. The fact that
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the means were significantly different is not of great concern: this
can be corrected for by the addition of a constant (the value of the
difference between the two means) to the score each subject on the
form with the smaller mean. The matter of correcting for the difference
in variances is not too easily accomplished i revisions within the test
itself would be necessary.
Reliabili ty . To assess the degree to which the test is reliable,
the split-half method of determining reliability was used. Since the
two forms of the test were randomly mixed and were administered simul-
taneously, each form of the test could be considered as one of the
halves. The correlation to determine the split-half reliability was
thus the correlation between the total scores on Form A and Form B.
This has already been found to be .84 and to be highly significant at
less than the .001 level. It can therefore be concluded that the
two forms of the HHIRS are measuring very much the same thing.
In an attempt to establish the reliability of the more specific
dimensions of the HHIRS, a number of correlations were performed
between specific dimensions on one form and the corresponding dimensions
on the other form- That is to say, each subcontent area (e.g.,
hostility-passive) on Form A was correlated with each subcontent area
on Form B. Each second person category on Form A was also correlated
with its corresponding second person category on Form B. In addition,
each subcontent area and each second person category on Form A was
correlated with every other subcontent area or second person category
on Form B. Thus, two matrices were formed. These matrices are pic-
tured in Tables 4 and 5. The first correlation, in each case, to be
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considered was the one with the corresponding subcontent area or second
person area on the opposite form (i.e., guilt-active, Form B, with guilt-
active, Form A). In addition, the correlation of each subcontent area
in one form with every other subcontent area in the opposite form was
examined in order to determine if there were high correlations in areas
where they were not predicted. The same procedure was applied to the
second person categories. If an unpredicted high correlation were found,
it would indicate that the individual items within the two areas con-
cerned should be looked at more closely to determine what specific con-
tent of these items might be contributing to this high correlation. If
unpredicted high correlations were not found, and a high predicted
correlation were found, this would be felt to indicate that that aspect
of the test was reliable. If a predicted high correlation were not
found, this would be considered an indication that revision of the areas
in question was necessary.
From Tables 4 and 5, it can be seen that there were a number of
areas that were found to be not reliable** The reliability data appears
in India ink. As concerns the subcontent areas, only the correlations
for trust- active, giving- passive, dominance-active and guilt-active
were significant. Further, all subcontent areas show unpredicted high
correlations. With regard to the second person categories, all the
reliability indices are significant, but also are all the other correla-
tions in the matrix, with the exception of one, boy-mother--boy-f ather.
Accordingly, to provide more information on the individual items, an
item analysis was performed on the items in both forms.
Item Analysis . Ihe item analysis performed on Form A was identical
with that of Form B. Since the procedure was the same for both forms,
only procedure for Iferm A will be discussed. The results of the two
35
analyses will be presented separately.
The first step in item analysis on Form A was to correlate each
item with the subcontent area to which it belonged on that form (i.e.,
trust-active, boy-mother, was correlated to the total score obtained on
all trust-active items.) Since the correlation is recognized to be
"inflated" because of the inclusion in the total score of the item
itself, a correlation of .45, d^ * 23, was deemed necessary for signi-
cance, instead of the usual correlation of *40. If a significant
correlation was not found, it was felt that the subject matter of the
item should be revised in order, to express the content area more clearly.
In addition, each item was correlated with each of the other eleven sub-
content areas. All these correlations for Form A and Form B are shown
in Appendix E. These non- inflated correlations were examined to reveal
unpredicted high correlations. A value of .40 was needed for signifi-
cance for "non- inflated" correlations. If such high correlations were
found, the item was examined to determine what subject matter might
account for this high correlation. This subject matter was then removed,
and appropriate subject matter was substituted. Such procedures will
receive greater attention in the following chapter.
The selection of .45 instead of .40 was arbitrary. All the data
was analyzed using .45 as the criteria. It was subsequently learned
through analysis by McNemar's part-whole correlation (McNenar, 1962)
that, although this arbitrary change would be satisfactory in some
instances, it would not satisfactorily account for the inflation in all
instances. For example, by use of the part-whole correlation, it was
found that in the instance where the correlation would be most inflated
(the correlation of an item wi th a second person category score: the
item is one part in four [India ink figures in Appendix E]) that the
value would have to be raised to .54 to account for the effects ol the
inflation. Similar smaller adjustments would be appropriate in other
instances. However, it was not felt that it was very important to make
these changes, because the decisions concerning the revision of items
would be altered only very slightly.
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Another aspect of the item analysis consisted of correlating each
item with every other item in the form. The resulting intercorrelation
matrix was examined to reveal significantly high predicted and unpre-
dicted values. (The intercorrelation of items belonging to a given
subcontent area was predicted to be significant, significance being
defined by a value of .40, dtf « 23.) Although this examination was not
used as a criterion for the revision of items, it did supply information
concerning the subject matter of cartoons that proved useful in revising
items. The intercorrelation matrices are presented in Appendix F.
The same steps used in the item analysis of the content areas were
repeated with regard to the second person categories. The data for the
second person categories appears in Appendix G.
A third aspect of the item analysis was the correlation of each
item in the form with the total score on the form. Again, a correlation
of .45 was considered significant, df - 23. This step provided the more
general information of how an item contributed to the measure of the
overall interpersonal functioning of the subject. If nonsi gni f i cance
occurred, the item was recommended for revision. The results of this
correlation are shown in Appendix H.
Validi ty . The validity of the HHIRS was assessed by correlating
the answers to six questionnaire items to a number of different scores
on both forms of the test. Again, the scores used for each form were
the total score of each subcontent area, the total score of each second
person category, and simply a total score on the entire form. The
resulting matrix is shown in Table 6. A correlation of .40 was considered
significant. As can be seen from Table 6, a number of correlations were
found to be significant. Several correlations were of special interest.
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Concerning the subject's familiarity with the Peanuts cartoon
strip, the correlations with the total scores on the two forms showed
that the less familiar a subject was with Peanuts
, the more difficulty
he had with the test in general. In regard to the subject's grade
point average, there was found to be little or no correlation with per-
formance on the test (total score on a form). This is felt to indicate
that success on the test depended on the subject's ability to solve
interpersonal problems and not on his ability to solve academic problems.
It was assumed that a subject's living arrangements would correlate
with his ability to function interpersonally. His living arrangements
were rated on a continuum ranging from living in a dormitory to living
at home. It was predicted that the more similar his living arrangements
were to "home," the less ability he would have to function interpersonally.
Again, with reference to the correlation with the total score on the two
forms, this prediction was confirmed. The significant correlations seen
in the table in the son-father and boy-girl categories might suggest
that such lessened ability might stem from a struggle, on the part of
the child, to break with home rule (father) and to establish himself as
a unit of society (husband or wife).
With regard to the sixth question on the questionnaire, it was
predicted that the more people whom the subject knew in the room, the
better would be his ability to function interpersonally. Although the
correlations with the total scores are not significant, they are well
in the predicted direction. It is not surprising that significant
correlations appear on both forms of the test in the active seduction
area: the healthy person in this age group is actively concerned with
finding a mate. This lends further support to the suggestion that poor
scores of those subjects who live at home reflect problems in self-
establishment.
There was no relationship found between the fact that a subject
had or had not sought professional psychological help and his total
score on the two forms of the test, nor was there a relationship found
between the number of dates a subject might have during a week's time
and his performance on the test.
Although the validity of a number of aspects of the test was
supported, it was felt that a good deal more validation was desireable.
This and many other weaknesses, that have been referred to above,
strongly suggested that the test could benefit from the revision of a
number of i terns
•
FOOTNOTES
N. M. Downey and R. W. Heath, Basic Statistical Methods (New York:
Harper and Row, 1965), p. 306.
CHAPTER IV
THE REVISION
Revising the Test
On the basis of the results and the experience of administering
the pilot study, it was clear that a number of revisions in several
areas would be of benefit to the HHIRS. The pilot study results which
particularly indicated the need for revision were the discrepancy between
the variance of the forms and a number of poor indices of reliability.
The revisions performed will be discussed below.
Test Items . The item analysis produced six criteria that were used
for the determination of an item's need for revision. These six criteria,
in order of importance, are: (1) item difficulty, (2) the correlation
of the item with the total score of the subcontent area to which it
belongs, (3) the correlation of the item with the total score of the
second person area to which it belongs, (4) the correlation of the item
with the total score of the form in which it appears, (5) the occurrence
of high, unpredicted correlations of the item with other subcontent
areas, and (6) the occurrence of high unpredicted correlations of the
item with other second person categories. Item difficulty was defined
by the mean score obtained on that item. The correlations that were
computed between the item and every item on the form were checked but
were not used as criteria, because it was felt that these correlations
would be reflected in the correlation of the item with every subcontent
area and second person category. A table summarizing all these indices,
and showing which items were indicated to be in need of revision, is
shown in Tables 7 and 8.
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A mean of less than .12 or greater than .88 was felt to indicate
that an item was too easy or too difficult. The correlations that were
considered indicative of a need for revision in the subcontent areas
were those which were under .40. For the second person categories, a
Pearson r of .30 was needed if the item was to remain unrevised. Only
item- total correlations that were very low (below .10 or negative) were
considered to indicate a need for revision. It should be noted that
none of these criteria was used as the sole determinant for an item's
revision: an item's performance across all the indices was the final
determining factor.
Once it was indicated that an item was in need of revision, the
subject matter of this item was examined to determine what might be
eliminated or added in order to make the item more satisfactory. The
same processes that were employed in the construction of the test were
employed once again here. In the revision, items that performed very
well on the various indices of revision were used as models. All revised
test items appear in Appendix J.
Questionnaire . A new questionnaire was designed in another attempt
to establish the validity of the test. Questions that appeared relevant
on the first questionnaire were included; all others were eliminated.
New questions were added to obtain behavioral information in the specific
areas measured by the test. For example, the behavior of an individual
in sampled athletic areas was assessed. It was felt that this activity
would be related to a subject's ability to function interpersonally along
the dimension of hostility. Such an assumption was based on the theoreti-
cal suggestion that athletics offer a socially acceptable outlet for
hostility. A complete copy of the revised questionnaire appears in
Appendix K.
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Procedure * The procedure for the administration of the revised
version of the HHIRS was largely the same as that used in the pilot
study. Therefore, only those parts which differ will be dealt with
here. The subjects were 38 male and 47 female undergraduate students
in an introductory psychology course at the University of Massachusetts.
A few minor changes were made in the instructions for the sake of
clarification. The only major procedural change that was made concerned
the time limit allowed for the solution of each item. The time limit
was reduced from 60 seconds to 45 seconds. This change was based on
two observations. During the administration of the pilot study, it was
clear that most of the subjects had excess time on most of the items.
Further, the results of the pilot study showed that there were a great
many items that were missed by only a small number of subjects. It was
felt that these items could be made more difficult merely by changing
the time limit rather than by revising them.
The only other procedural change concerned scoring. The answers of
each subject to questions that had been failed by 85% of the subjects in
the pilot study were examined to see if there were an answer that could
be called correct by consensus. The determination of a correct answer
by this procedure was allowed only in those cases where the answer was
judged to be acceptable and where at least 75% of those originally
failing the item gave that answer. There were two such items.
Results of the Revised Test
The results of the administration of the revised HHIRS were
reviewed in a manner similar to that of the pilot study.
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Parallel Forms . The procedures used to determine the degree to
which the two forms were parallel were identical to those used in the
pilot study. To determine the significance of the difference between
the means of the two forms, a two- tailed t test for correlated samples,
df « 84, was used, which yielded a t value of 2.95. For significance
at the .01 level, a t value of 2.64 is necessary. Therefore, the
difference between the means was found to be significant, past the .01
level. Although this difference is not as great as on the pilot study,
it is still quite large. Table 9 shows the means, variances and inter-
correlations for both forms or the revised HHIRS. As can be seen from
Table 9, the difference between the means can be easily corrected for
by adding a constant of one to the score of each subject on Form A.
It was mentioned earlier that certain items that were "easy" on the
first administration of the test, but which were not indicated to be in
need of revision by other criteria, would be made more difficult merely
by reducing the time allowed for the solution of each item. Nine such
items were examined to determine the effects of the shortened time limit
on the difficulty of the items. Of these nine, five were made more
difficult, while four remained roughly equally difficult.
A two- tailed t test for correlated samples, df - 83, was also per-
formed on the variances of the two forms to assess the degree to which
they differed. At of 1.60 was obtained. For significance at the .05
level, a t value of 1.99 is necessary. Thus the variances are not found
to differ significantly. This is a substantial improvement over the
original version of the HHIRS. As a result, the two forms of the
revised test are judged by this criterion to be parallel.
The final measure of parallel forms, intercorrelation, yielded a
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result of .82. For significance at the .001 level, df - 83, a value of
.35 is necessary. The intercorrelation is thus seen to be highly sig-
nificant, as was that on the pilot study.
It can therefore be seen that the two forms of the HHIRS have been
rendered parallel by the revision.
Reliabili ty . The procedures that were used to determine reliability
on the pilot study were used on the revised test. The results of these
procedures for the revised test are pictured in Tables 10 and 11. The
values appearing in india ink are the reliability indices. To achieve
significance at the .05 level, a correlation of .21 is necessary, df «
83. Concerning the subcontent areas, it can be seen that the reliability
indices for only four ( trust- active, hosti li ty- active, giving- active
and Dominance- Passive) were non- significant. The finding for the
reliability indices for the second person categories was similarly good:
all the predicted correlations are significant. When these results are
compared with the corresponding results of the original test, the effects
of the revision can be ascertained.
As concerns the reliability of the subcontent areas, the following
was observed: four correlations improved, six correlations remained the
same, and two correlations decreased. The number of significant inter-
correlations between subcontent areas on the pilot study was four; there
were eight on the revised test. Of these eight, seven were more signifi-
cant than the original four. With regard to the second-person categories,
two correlations improved, one remained the same, and one decreased.
All four correlations were significant on both the pilot study and the
revised test. The correlation between the total scores on both forms on
the revised test was the same as that on the original test. In both
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TABLE 11
Matrix Showing the Intercorrelat ions
of Second Person Categories on Form
A of the Revised Test with the Corres-
ponding Measures on Form B of the
Revised Test
BOY-MOTHER BOY-PATHER BOY-GIRL BOY-BOY
BOY-MOTHER .1*1* .^5* .55* .53*
BOY-FATHER .56* M2* .53* .52*
BOY-GIRL .55* • ^9* .Sfc* .50*
BOY-BOY .56* .62* .51* .U*
* Significant value, a value of .21 being needed for
significance at the .05 level, df = 23.
Values Appearing in India ink are reliability indices.
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cases, the correlations were highly significant.
In addition to the measures of reliability that were performed on
the pilot study, two additional measures were employed on the revised
test. A total score for each content area of Form A (e.g., guilt-
active plus guilt-passive) was correlated with the corresponding content
score on Form B. The results of the correlation are shown in Table 12.
Table 12 shows all correlations predicted to be significant (those in
red) were indeed significant. Again, a correlation value of .21 was
required for significance.
The second measure that was computed was the intercorrelation of
total scores for the active aspects of each form. A similar procedure
was followed for the passive aspects. The results of these correlations
were .69 and .72 respectively. Both these correlations were highly
significant.
It can clearly be seen from Tables 10, 11, and 12 that almost every
correlation in the matrices is significant. In fact, every correlation
in both Table 11 and Table 12 is significant. Indeed many correlations
that were predicted to be nonsignificant are higher than those pre-
dicted to be significant. It is felt that these numerous significant
correlations are indicative of the interrelatedness of the test.
However, in the face of such interrelatedness, it would be hard to say
that any one scale was descriminately reliable. The results, therefore,
indicate that the revised version of the test is a highly reliable
measure of general interpersonal functioning, but that it is not a
reliable measure of specific aspects of interpersonal functioning.
In light of the fact that items of the HHIRS were constructed with
a male identification figure, the question arose concerning the relative
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reliability of the test for males and females. On the basis of the
fact that women identify easily with a male identification figure in
this male-oriented society, and because women are known to take testing
more seriously than men do, it was expected that the test might be more
reliable for women than for men. To check the relative reliability for
men and women, the data was analyzed separately for each sex. When the
results were compared, it appeared that the test was roughly equally
reliable for males and females.
More specifically, examination of the reliability in the subcontent
areas showed that the test was more reliable for males in three sub-
content areas, equally reliable in five and more reliable for females
in four areas. With regard to the content areas, the test was seen to
be more reliable for the males in two cases, more reliable for the female
in one case, and of equal reliability in the remaining three cases. As
concerns the second person categories, the test was more reliable for
males in one category, for females in one category and of equal relia-
bility in two categories. It is interesting to note that the test is
more reliable for females in the mother category and more reliable for
males in the father category. The correlation between the total score
for the two forms was the same for both sexes. It should be noted that
the reliability of every aspect of the test was significant for both
sexes. The only exceptions to this rule appeared in the subcontent
areas. There were five insignificant correlations for males; of the
corresponding correlations for females, two were significant and three
were not. There were four insignificant correlations for females; of
the corresponding correlations for males, only one was significant.
Thus, the unreliable subcontent areas for one sex overlap largely with
those for the other sex. The comparative reliability data for the two
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sexes is presented in Appendix I.
ValiditY - As was stated previously, a revised questionnaire was
administered to the subjects in an attempt to assess the validity of the
HHIRS. There were 25 questions, each of which was intended to provide
behavioral data relevant to one aspect of interpersonal functioning
measured by the test.
Once again the subject's familiarity with Peanuts cartoon strip was
examined to see if such familiarity was related to his performance on the
test. In both cases, there were no significant relationships established.
(Significance for all questionnaire data was defined at the .05 level,
df
- 83, as a value of .21.) The correlation between the question on
familiarity with Peanuts and the total score on the two combined forms
of the revised test (grand total) was -.11 (not significant). The
direction of correlation indicates that subjects who knew the cartoon
strip well performed better on the test. It should be noted once again,
however, that the correlations were not significant. This was felt to
indicate that the subject's score on the test was independent of his
knowledge of Peanu ts and based on interpersonal, rather than academic,
ability factors.
Nine additional questions were asked in an attempt to ascertain the
general validity of the HHIRS. Of these nine, only two produced sig-
nificant correlations. Question 19 asked the subject to list the first
and last names of as many individuals in the room he could. It was
predicted that the more names he listed, the better he would perform on
the HHIRS. The assumption was that a well-functioning subject would
know more people than a poorly functioning person. It was found that
ere was a positive relationship between the number of poeple listedth
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and the subject's performance on the test as a whole. The correlation
was .22. This is directly opposite to the prediction. From this question,
though, it would be difficult to state that the HHIRS was not valid.
Perhaps all it is possible to say is that the assumption on which the
prediction was based is invalid.
The second of these questions, number 5, inquired if the subject
had ever sought professional psychological help. It was predicted that
those individuals who had sought professional psychological help would
perform no differently on the test (as reflected in the three total
scores) than those who had not sought such help. It was felt that
although they might have once been functioning interpersonal ly below
individuals not seeking help, they would now have benefited from therapy
and be functioning as well as
—
perhaps better than-- those not seeking
help. The results indicate that subjects who had not sought help per-
formed significantly better on the test than those who had sought help.
The correlations were as follows: Form A Total Score -.33, Form B
Total Score -.29, Combined Total Score -.32: less errors were made by
persons not seeking help than by those seeking help. This finding was
not in accordance with the prediction. Again, it would be difficult to
say the HHIRS was invalid on the basis of this finding, especially in
light of the favorable results to this inquiry in the pilot study. The
results could simply indicate that those who did poorly on the test were
people whose psychological problems continue to affect their inter-
personal functioning adversely. If this is the case such a finding
holds implications concerning the ineffectiveness of the large portion
of psychotherapy today.
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Fourteen questions were asked in an attempt to establish the
validity of the more specific aspects of the HHIRS. None of these
questions produced significant findings in the areas which they were
designed to tap. In light of the fact that specific reliabilities were
not established, even if significant correlations had been obtained, it
would be impossible to suggest that such findings could offer descri-
minatable validity to a given aspect of the test.
As a result, very little can be said about the validity of the
HHIRS. It has been shown that the test offers a highly reliable measure
of general interpersonal functioning. This measure appears to be un-
related to a subject's familiarity with the Peanuts cartoon strip and
seems to be rooted in interpersonal, rather than academic ability
factors. Other than that, all that can be said is that much more work
is required to establish or discredit the validity of the HHIRS.
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FOOTNOTES
1. L. Podell and J, C. Perkins, "A Gutttnan Scale for Sexual Experience—
A Methodological Note," Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
May 1957 (Vol. 54, No. 3), pp. 420-22.
2. Harvard Educational Review, reference lost!
3. Erikson, ££. cit . , pp. 247-251.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS
Summary
Based upon the conviction that a man can only be whole to the
extent that his interpersonal living is effective, the Henderer-Harrison
Interpersonal Relations Scale was created to evaluate the interpersonal
functioning of individuals.
The HHIRS is a picture-arrangement test** There are two forms, each
has 48 items. Each item is concerned with a unique combination of some
of the factors operating in an interpersonal relationship. This combin-
ation is portrayed by a four-panel Peanu ts cartoon; the wording of which
is often dubbed for the purpose. The four panels are presented in a
scrambled order to the subject, whose task it is to reorder the panels
to their original sequence within a given period of time. An individual's
total score is the number of sequences which he could not properly order.
This score is intended to reflect his level of interpersonal competence.
The content of the failed items is intended to supply vital information
concerning the nature of his interpersonal problems. The test is based
on the assumption that an item will be failed when the emotional reaction
of the subject to the content of the item prevents him from arriving at
the correct solution within the allotted time.
The task of the present research was to achieve the development of
two parallel forms of the HHIRS and to begin to establish the reliability
and validity of these forms as measures of interpersonal functioning.
The test was constructed according to a number of strict specifications
and then administered in a pilot study to reveal weak points. In the
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pilot study, all 96 items were presented in random order to 25 under-
graduate psychology students at the University of Massachusetts summer
school. The results were analyzed by the CDC 3600 computer.
Following Gulliksen's definition of parallel forms, the two forms
of the HHIRS were found not to be paral lei wi th regard to means or
variances, but the two forms were found to correlate significantly, and
in this respect were considered parallel. The attempt to establish the
general reliability of these forms met with success because of the high
intercorrelation, but the reliability of a number of specific aspects
of the test proved impossible to establish. Accordingly, it was diffi-
cult to make a statement concerning the validity of any specific inter-
personal areas dealt with by the test. All that could be concluded from
the administration of a questionnaire in an attempt to validate the
HHIRS was that the test appeared to be tapping an individual's general
interpersonal abilities, and that more work would be needed to bolster
the validity as well as the reliability of the test and the parallelness
of its two forms.
A revision of the HHIRS was undertaken. An item analysis was per-
formed to aid in the revision of the specific items. The questionnaire
was rewritten as well. The most important procedural change incorporated
was the reduction of the time limit per item from 60 seconds to 45
seconds. The revised HHIRS was administered to 85 undergraduate psy-
chology students at the University of Massachusetts.
The results of the revision were gratifying. The test could be
judged parallel by all three of Gulliksen's indices. Again the general
reliability of the HHIRS was readily established, but the attempt to
carry reliability to the more specific aspects of the test failed.
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Accordingly, it was impossible to claim validity for any specific
dimensions with which the test dealt. However, support for the general
validity of the text indicated by the pilot study was received. Per-
formance on the HHIRS was judged independent of knowledge of the Peanuts
cartoon strip and dependent on interpersonal ability factors rather than
academic ability factors. Nevertheless, validity findings were very
disappointing and need even further work.
VJhat is clearly established by the present research is that a test
composed of two parallel forms, exists that can provide a highly reliable
measure of an individual's general ability to function interpersonally
.
It is also established that a great deal more work can be expended to
establish more firmly the validity of the HHIRS and to refine its
measurement of more specific aspects of interpersonal functioning.
Implications
From a general review of the results of testing with the revised
HHIRS, it may be seen that the test could benefit from even further
revision. In addition to improving the reliability, there is a need to
establish more firmly the validity of the test. One means of establish-
ing more clearly the validity of the test might be the administration
of the test to an institutionalized population rather than to a "healthy"
population. Once this is completed, the test would be standardized for
a large number of populations. The positive results obtained from the
present research indicate that such continued studies would indeed be
worthwhile. The result would be a relevant psychological measure of
greater reliability and validity than those currently in use.
The uses for a test such as the HHIRS are numerous. The
HHIRS is
basically a diagnostic tool. Its use as such holds implications
for
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nosology: there is a need for the redefinition of diagnostic categories
in terms of interpersonal functioning, terms that are relevant to the
central concern of psychology. This redefinition is called for, if for
no other reason than for practicality in hospital administration. The
assignment of patients to hospital wards is presently done on the basis
of the patient's ability to function interpersonal ly, but no objective
criterion is available for assessing this ability* the HHIRS would pro-
vide such a criterion. Studies assessing the test's use for this purpose
are called for.
But the HHIRS is much more than a diagnostic tool. It is a measure
of interpersonal functioning, and as such can be used to assess inter-
personal functioning wherever such an assessment is desired. It would
be of particular use in situations where an attempt is made to change
the level of this functioning. The fact that the test has two parallel
forms, which can be used as pre- and post-measures adds value to its use
in situations of this kind. Another aspect of the HHIRS that makes it
amenable to use in studies is the fact that it can be projected onto a
screen and thus administered to a large number of people simultaneously.
The two major situations in which the test may be used for evaluation
are psychotherapy and therapist training. In the case of psychotherapy,
its success will be reflected in the degree to which a patient's per-
formance on the HHIRS improves. In the case of therapist training, the
test can be used in a similar manner to evaluate entire training programs
as well as any aspect of these programs, such as supervision. These will
be judged on their ability to bring about an improvement in a student's
interpersonal functioning, since the success of therapy depends both
directly and indirectly on the therapist's ability to relate to people.
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Directly, success in therapy depends on the ability of the therapist
to "get through" to the patient and establish a relationship with him.
Indirectly, success depends on the patient's using his interpersonal
relationship with the therapist as a model around which to reconstruct
the faulty interpersonal relations that permeate his life.
Another aspect of the HHIRS which might be investigated concerns
the pattern of scoring that might be obtained by a subject. It is
obvious that there are great numbers of possible scoring patterns, many
of which are not congruent with the categories around which the test is
built. It would be of interest to determine the behavioral bases of
various scoring patterns.
These are only a few of the applications and implications that arise
from the development of a measure of interpersonal functioning such as
the HHIRS. There are many more. It is hoped that the present research
will stimulate the use of the HHIRS and will lead to further inquiry
into additional areas of application.
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1
I 3
2
I*
'
: v———
—
YOU DON'T LIKE Ate, DO YOU ?!
IT
r
I ;
And herfs \our cap! nouj,so on
home' get out of here!
FOR Oll/INITV I'LL 5AV ANYTHING,
NO MATTER MOCJ NAUSEATING.'.'
1
1+
$A^ ' 0H,DEAi? SISTER, UlTH THE
SUEET FACE AND BEAUTlFCL SMILE",
MA1/ 1 HAVE A PIECE OF Dll/iNITV?''
OH, DEAR SISTER.WrTM THE SWEET
FACE AMD BEAUTIFUL SMILE,
MAV I HAVE A PIECE OF DlVlNlTV"?
/ OJELL, THANI^
^ A 60QP BROTHER
I BR0U6HT IT TO ^Ot/ IN ORDER
THAT YOUR STAY HERE ON EARTH
MISHT BE MORE PLEASANT
r
HAPPINESS IS A COMPLIMENT
FROM ^OOR. SISTER !
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Three
Practice
Items
2</ ' 3
/ 3 v *
———
i ——
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Form A-1
Trust I
'y —^y — -—---*».
—
:&ET It? SLEEP Lo IWOUT
|£>ElN€>Tl><*=D ^ ?
COMING AfTO> §j
I ALL/ (AAYdt I
.
&aMt~m^i can)
! LZT VOL) DC AMYTUlMC?
JOi'T POCOT TUlWVC 50
{^q VIOLET dM 50R£Y« X
CA/MT UJT VC^O pLAV
Pi^r /3AS^ TW^ V&etfL .
UDELL CWIL\Z\7 XM
BRou^, HAve: 1
3/ H-^
2 * / ?
MAtOt)LHB^Q.S AMD
—,
.
.—
,
f DAK> SUR.G DC? jde> . x vua«? afraid xb
mm
7/
I DIP IT, CHARLIE BROW... I
WENT UP TO HER, AND I TOLD
HER ALL about houj YOU'RE
MADLY IN LOVE WITH HER, AND
without her momm what
YOU'RE UP 10, FIND OUT IF SHE'S
£VEf? NOTICED ME OR GJHAT$HE
THINKS OF ME...6UT REMEMBER..
BE SLY... BE REAL SLY...
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Form A-1
Trust II
Ml 3
TT HOST MA*^E Vc?0 F££-L
MOTHER- KA£> THAT MtfO^
TRoVT IM WOO
,
1 2
3
tit +*A83> FOE- A
CAIOT t)eF£^T> DO Ke-
.'t.*.. .1,.
6COD plT^Wi^R.
YOU'LL NEVER CATCH A ^
BALL THAT LUAV.^/
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70
3 It***
VOUK. TlM.&5TU\$UJ
SHE <~OT HQ?. ?09l-
MOHiW6
-
Sur FLAV Pt>OU.
IH JOST IUOT TUt TYPE
THAT E>lT£S T^E" frVWDi
that reeos Me
.
ni> puw^y twdugA .
x oust senm to
Be ABU£ TD MAI)
V
C
J
'JJI r
IP i
Forra A-1
Hostility I
"TOTHE GAAVS T0M16HT
i p
1
rt£ V£TP£d T^ LAST
1>— ,r—-^I'J
LOOK AT IT THIS WAV, CHARLIE |
gROWN..WE LEARN MORE FROM
LOSING THAN WE 00 FROM WINNING
r SET TIRED OF LOSING...
El/ERYTHING I DO, I LOSE.'
THAT MAIZES ME
THE SMARTEST PERSON
IN THE WORLD!.'
NOTVUNifc
MS M^DDeP- \
UctoD TttKr <^t>PiD /
Wry
uoe couuo have; looo tuat
dAME ^OTHROP^M IP
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I
Form A-1
Hostility II
¥3-t 3
SHE ^HALLV L€Tr He HAV£
kAb AT M£
Ml , PAtD/N
I A- &>OD
oay ahu^
We likes tl- \
1 2
3
If
I MY MOTHER IS MAD AT M£
I FOR RUNNING OUT OH MY JOB
! OF PUSHING MY BABV SISTER
AROUND IN HER STROLLER'.,.
2
if
i toeMe&kt^U) curate
ANYONE" SO filROOCttrY
J
1 THAT'S tKeW, UUUS .
IT
t^v 'fODT MND AT A^-,
1
2
!
3 h
l^OO BET IM NOT .'BECAUSE OF
' HIM I MlSSEP GOING OUT FOR
naCKS OR TREASON HALLOWEEN!
: I'M NEVER GOING TO SPEAK TO
! HIM AGAIN AS LONG AS I LIVE!
—a .
:— .J
2« 3/
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Form A-1
Giving I
Wt3
—w^j
/\U- sue evisR* t>dcs
play podu - t^at% ma,
St*£ CAki of.1M THROUGH UMTH
B€ia6 A KUC€ 6W.'
Vcowb PEOPLE wo9r ^
0H
y
ITS MOT FO£-"DM). ij
'/TWO&tfT Xb Uk-E A WHAT IN THEWORLD ARE
YOU DOING?,
—
—
L SiWtMb DAp ^ (
•RMtveEfe pay Pe«5iox.
1> % t
1 2.
3
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1 2
3 h
WE ARE 0JORKIN6 AND 5ACR(RCIN5
SO THAT YOU MIGHT HAVE THIS
EDUCATION-STUDY HARD...MAKE
US PROUD... L0VIN6LY, MOM"
V
a L
' DEAR SON, THIS I5TOL0I5H
YOU LOELL IN YOUR STUDIES
TODAY...W£ FATHER ANO I
LOVE VOU VERY MUCH ...
"
. -
Form A-1 ,2
Giving II
fi FEEL. "THAT "Ttfe V6RV
;
cH-u^c>eei> bo peuiert>
tOtAAT* iVs ate TP £>D
A^S "TOP
n.
32 \H-
U;KV VO Vcu
HOvl So 3
^U^ELV You don't expect
ME TO EAT RAW TOAST ?.'
2
L.
HEY! THIS IS TOO LIGHT.'
IT'S HARDLY SIN6E0!
IF ITS ALL THE SAME WITH
YOU, I'D RATHEf? NOT RENEW
MY PRESCRIPTION.'
2
don't be discouraged, chArlie
BR0U)N...IN THIS LIFE WE Lll/E,
THERE ARE ALWAY5 SOME
BITTER PILLS TO 6E SU)ALLO0)£D..
i nwixjar He p give- Me
A Ri^n+£?AV Piz.cSejj-r
Ajot? x soae am u?^er
that" +4e DiD/oir
3 X
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Form A-1
'r
TU/^r SCULPS FR^TT^
j
Sex I /
;wsrcH . mos T^ercv ^5>v,
;an/d TU-e CAJt-VriMe
tr &€T TO PLAV UHTtt 4M(VV .
I
UuC^U?uV MAS^ IT J
1 2
3 If
VAJ£ V£\V£ A U7T OF FU0*[
P5 DM€ OFTW^ *W3rU^<,|
c
1U. V^ve\
VM^ cad e>^ea5>
C£USH- CM MS!
r
l WONDER
WHAT I'D DO
If SHE CAME
OVER MERE,
v^ND SAT DOUR.
T
5HES COMINS OVER HE(?6 /.'
SHE'S COMINS OVER HERE .'!
'.JHATlL. I DO? THAT'LL I DO ?
I WONDER If I...6000 6RIEF
!
SHE 5A(J ME LOOKING AT HER.'!
SHE'S STANDING l/Pj
1
i
TO THe Mi(J(?ce.S xue
to ITU Sc?^£ 6F
ggftrg^cg bombs tt^Lu
2
k

fForm A-1
Sex II
to srr U££- '-Tt> ve^5
TACTPUU fcOJ
r
I
if -J
1
2
3
0
/ ¥ 3 X
Ju^r SHA ice MAUbS
/MUSICIANS SET ONNERVEdX
WHEN YOU TELL THEM THAT
\THEY HAVE PRETTY EYES*/
f did Anyone \
EVER TELL YOU
tmt YOU HAVE
PRETTY EYES, 1
VsCMROEDERfyf"
JSLL
2
OoVAATS. THAT"
VOU'KE LOOKING
f\T UN US *
2
1
3 if
x6 Atoem*£&- ^T^Ei tpfc.
Z- i f 3

you^ ga££V(o6
UWAT DID
£H£ 5AV
TO THAT?
setc Hap f^e^L
1 2
3 Lf
£uTX F&iXH gtioLuet> '
Form A-1
Dominance I
okay, i'll be tmere as soon
as i finish this road...
1 2
3 If
AMD HE
CMa^
(
LET^6£TTH(S5L/V0(;THcCANT
HiTiTHecAN'Tei/EN^eeiTHE^ Ma
SOOO C'AOW LET^THROttJ(TR(6KTCN
PAsrH(M6(l/E'iMTM£OL, 6EAN0Aa
LET^P(TCKlT[?(6HT0NPA5TW j60V
1 2
3 if
CMON, CHARLIE BROldN, STRIKE
HIM OUT! UJE THINK
MAYBE YOU CAN DO IT ll
7
HOW CAN VOU 5AV THAT? UE
DON'T KNOW THAT HE CAN
DO [T!V0U'RE8E(WHVft)CRiriCAL!
UlU-O TO U\J5 {jJ\™
lx vqo&tL> that ev^eRyo^e-
ttou> to pntw, e>urx oavr
T*VUJfc THAT'S Tii&tVT
77
Fore; A-1
Dominance II
MV DAD GOES TO
PTA MEETINGS I
A\V DAP HA$ TRAVELED
MORE THAN YOUR DAD..
" 3
"
..THEREFORE. I
UlOULD Sl'SSESf
YOU THROU) HIM
; A CURVE 1
n/
—
this world 16 Filled o)ith
PEOPLE WMO ARE AnXiOUS TO
FUNCTION IN AN advisory capacity!
M
'
IF YOU CAN^
GET THIS LAST MAN
OUT, CHARLIE BROOlN
WE'LL COIN THE
BALL GAME
MOU) ABOUT A OR A HOlO
KNUOXE-BALl? SLIDER? A5GUT
GVE VM1HE CAN 3a l°,7
OL' HIGH,HARD YOU
ONE! ANUPSHOOT?
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Form A-1
Guilt I
W Mother. u^ae^ ^ue: ha^
fewCH Wi£W -HoP^ t=o&.
LATELY /
iwxme^S 5»hoou? au>j*v^
,
WKb HIM RtAUZc
f i'll drink ^
1HA.ME TO
Ac UTTU5
2
1+
I SHOULD BE BACK HERE
IN A&OUT FIVE /MINUTES..,
i
TKATS ALL RI6HT...THE onlv
;THIN6 THAT MATTERS 15 THE
i
TEAM. ..THE TEAM IS El/EfWTHING.'
I don T want to be A Pitching
HERO ATVODR EXPtNSEJF YOU
HADN'T SOT "LITTLE LEA6UERS
tLaOU)" I tiMDN'T EVEN 6E PITCHING
R/'
2
If
TTTeelT
( 6UILTV, CHARLIE
OF COURSE, IF YOU UJANT TO
FEEL JUST A LITTLE BIT
6UILTV, 60 RI6HT AHEAD
/ ^
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Form A-1
Guilt II
79
YOU RE GOING TO TAKE THAT
SU)E£T INNOCENT KITE OUT AND
TAN6LE (T AROUND SOME te?
OH, HOOJ CRuELf
IT7
f I'D LIKE TO RETURN W
A. KITE, PLEASE !/
m
I NEVER REALIZED
THAT BARBERS' SOWS
GUERE SO SENSITIVE...
1
1
2 1 2
k 3 if
i OR COOE^E VET,^RE 60INS
; t0tan6le it up in 50m£
i telephoned (res (ohere it
! ojill hKhb all summer, And
,
i be buffeted 6v the element^/
'
hooj cruel!!oh, hoaj inhumane!
HES THREATENING ASAlN TO
ONE OF THOSE KITS AND
COT MY HAIR HIMSELF
THATS A GOOD IDEA... AND
MILE YOU'RE AT IT WHY DON'T
YOU URITE YOUg OWN BOOK'S
PAINT YOUK OCUN PAINTINGS AND
CO^OSE YOUR 00)N MUSIC?
/ 3 £ X
*
80
Form B-1
Trust I
80
po&. Di^EK. AfOO X'M
AUxAV^ o/0t(M£ at
r
iuuUAr u>oes a. pitch
! I* TUQ Bc^V TO COME.
1GAM£ OPTUS. SgASOfO ?
j
©CpECT HIM TO ©S^
J
£vs\>-rcva>&tt ir is thc
2
h
^O0 HAAit TO CUT" THE
T£/=\R£ .
/ANDN0U,AFT£R\
'LISTENING TO THE
NINTH
WE'RE READV TO
SERVE THE CAKE
/I kn&uj Y7 THANK <tW,
CHARLIE
2 i
/ WELL, I'M BACK,
CHARLIE BROW,
AND I FOUND OUT
EVERYTHINGW
KNOli)..
MAYBE HE'LL GET L0ST../IWM5E
THE OTHER TEAM WILL SEE WMAT
HE 5 D0(N6, AND BEAT HIM OR..

jtH4> IWE^ $U£^ -TRUSTS
r^wvr "VP ia<£ cars1
C>F SAU-V
0\D V60 UEA£_
THE
k A HERO/
.V
Form B-1
Trust II
81
OH VES...0JE GJENT TO
QUITE A FEU)
IM SOf?TOF A
BUILT-IN FRIEND '
I THINK HE LIKES
HAVING A SON TO TAKE
TO THE BALL GAME...
IT
/ AWY ALREADY? THIS IS
ARM \ONlVTHE FIRST 6AME
HURTS.J OF THE SEASON WOUR
ARM CAN'T HURT ALREADY!
^0 6^1
QK> SjO° >^ .
VOU CAN DO IT, CHARLIE
BROUN i SHOO) HIM M%K STUFF.'
VOO'RE A BETTER MAN THAN
HE IS, CHARLIE BROtJN i
IP r
iL!/ ^
CMON, CHARLIE
BROUN, PITCH
IT TO HIM
THROIO IT f?ISHT PAST HIM
CHARLIE 8ROC0N..VOI; CAN DO
IT.'UJE KNOW VOU CAN DO IT!
3 * * / / 3 ^ £ /
VI X / / 2 1 + (
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Form 3-1
Hostility I
/A \
2
k
IN* / \
OjHAT FATHERS
R£H T*et£
'WOW CAM X
2
vr
-
—
-
AS A MATTER OF FACT, I Do!
I SVPPQ6E VOO'RE 60NNA
START IN ON ME NOLO ii
2
1+
NO, I ITS A GOOD
IDEA... I MEAN, IF ITMAKE5
¥00 FEEL MORE SECURE, THEN
VOU £M0UU> CARRV ITOJITH VOUi
^ X 4 (
I TCO^. ^ALLV TOR. ^
6,0 StoiHMiPb A^D you
r
[
*
_J A-r Woo.
CP
2
f
' V^THr OF TOOA^ | I BOT J UMD^t^T^D "ftWTl
0 ^&€gJSTPrKJta (p6 , J ! TOOT MAD -
3 /
83
Form B-1 ,2
Hostility II
3 a cf (
i ifss the: M.d^in>6 •
/Hc^r Moweas Ap.e so
HE 00E5NT ACTUALLY HATE
ME.. .ME -JUST THINKS I
M
VTOO SARCASTIC'
MONDAY NI6HT HE WENT TO A
PTA McET(N6, TUESDAY NIGHT IT
0JA5 THE SCHOOL SQAfiD, GOED-
HESOM N(6MT IT U)A6 THE BOARD
Of DEACONS AND LAST NlSHT
IT WAS 500)UNG!
2
50 THIS M0GNIN6 HE6AVS
TO ME/1 141, THERE!" AND I
5AlD,"DJHOAR£VC0?I
_
OQM'T RECOGNIZE W!"
2 •
H"
WELL.WH0 CARES
L'JMATVOUTHINfC?!
I THINK YOU'RE A
VERY PERSON
. /, le:Tus!houj MANY
TOYS DID HE BRING Y0U?|.'
f I WAS A VICTIM
VpF FALSE DOCTRINE.
I RISE OP OUT OF TOE PUMPWN]
PATCH,AMD BRING TOYS TO ALL
THE CHILDREN ON MALLOOOEEM'
3l <J ( 1>
84
3 x <± <
-
_
n
1
3
2
If
Form B-1
Giving I
xt ¥ 3
iBDT He U30jo't U&T
-v^/B
BLAfOfc-CT £q x &>eS^
ILL,
,
r. CAtot u=T cap <sq
VOU WANT TO BE
HAPPV ALL
wr Lire?
2
OH, FORGET [T... I COVLD
NEl/K SM SOMETHING LIKE
THAT TWICE IN ONE DM I
BUT ADVERSITY (5 WHAT MAKES
YOU MATURE...THE GROWING
SOUL IS WATERED BEST
TEARS OF SADNESS...
-TU^T
l5 JUST a fsesqjt
p^Op'uS U^HrO ORE^tA UP
SOgJg Silt*
.
.
2
/^3\
c
°* \ rCo?
2 U- 1 3 3
85
Form B-1 ,2
Giving II
ITS TtU<> LUAV AU.
weeic AMD tfs because
i
ALL MY T^IM^i
A8tf>r "tWAr stupid
2 i
If
VOCJ HAVE THE ONLV
MOTHER WHO CAN PUT
dka-SPiH ON THE CUE BALL I
fso VooVe got A Poor
^LUNCH...BE PPOUD...
it-ve PCX^Mp He Csui-O/T
Pa LT> THOUGH, lufmo^r
T££\iSiK>£> the p^vce HAP A-1?lG
\
PASCImM^d MS: .
A LOUSV PLA/ER LIKE VOW?/ DOVOUlJANTMETOKISS IT?
A CKOCOLATE -CREAM AND
A FRIENDLY PAT ON TWEBAa
L0HAT5 THE
CORE FOR
DISILLUSIONMENT,
CHARLIE BSOON?
3 /</ 2-

Form 3-1,2
Sex I
%Vr\ 3 ) A * * I
ibo 0U> vo£ rwvr stuff M>p a* big e.gTMxy
2 if^MOio AA.y p^t>U*»*to
THIS (5 A 6G0D SAME...CJHV
DON'T WE TELL OTHERS ABOUT
(T?03E COULO FORM TEAMS
AND ORGANIZE A LEAGUE i
NOUJ Sfty TA£E "/OUR BOTTOM
HAND, AND Pl/T ITON TOR.TKEN
I TA££ MV BOTTOM HAND, AND
PUT IT ON TOP ANO 60 ON. .SEE 2
THEN I POT M HAND ON
TOP Of WRS...NOUJ ( VOU PUT
WUR OTHER HAND ON TOP OF
MINE... THEN I'LL PUT MV OTHER
j
HAND QH TOP OF ^OORS...
^OU POT tfWR
HAND ON THE
TABLE Flf&T
V^feg feAltV TUe D^t-v
OWE uuHo CAo po TKeo^3
5
.
7 x w^t> t?ecit>e^ K»6r>
f 3 a/

Form B-1
Sex II
LdHAT IF SHE SAID TO ME
,
"DEAREST CHARLIE BROWN.WON'T
VOU BE MY VALENTINE ?
PLEASE? PLEASE? PLEASE?"
what if she came over to
me and handed me a bis
fancy valentine with lace
All Around the edse?
D BETTER 60 IN... I TH(N^
I'M CRACKING UP...
IS
2
/ UJOULDN T IT BE
/ 6SEAT (F THAT
LITTLE RED-HAIRED
I GIRL 6AVEMEA
\ VALENTINE
} y TOMORROW?
I iftx 3
Voj££ R\ [ THE 5g<"
UFe: £F Tf4£ SEA MBvojb
1
J
3
Read ir?
2-3 H/

1paOTVie^ lssv;^ AcnoiTtes,
r
jUAW "DID S£>0 C€ClD£ TtVWT"?
t£y tc? aaakg: MOM GWG it- ooea
eu-.
Form B-1 ,2
Dominance I
TtVA-r &e?vLLq S'rfpcc^ t+im
UP KV Tt>^ dO^T" CMC£
TOO OFT&ti
.
1
U)UENEV£R A MANA6ER TALKS TO
,
ONE OF HS PLAVEf?5, ME SHOULD
; MAKE SURE THAT HIS CAP DOESN T
: TOUCH THE PLAYER'S CAR..
I i
'lookuucv.
This is our
LAST 6AME0F
THE
^CAN T YOU^
PlAY ANY
better than
You've been
PlAYlNGf j
: 1
MOVE YOUR HEAD SO\
YOUR CAP UJON'T TOUCH
MY CAP... __J
i
^CJl'S0K3?PE0
i-iii av sails
YOUR CAP IS
TOUCHING MY
CAP, CHARLIE
BROWN...
^3 (
2
4
SlVE Me A StfSSESTlON UJlLL
VOL;, CHARLIE BROldN?INE\£R
CAM THINK OF ANYTHING TO 6ffl

WHEN 2 LOSE A BALL
SAME, DO T s£T SENT
TO THE SHOWERS ?M©.5
WHEN OTHER PITCHERS LOSE
BALL GAMES, THEV SET
SENT TO THE SHOWERS...
2
X HAVE TO TAKE
A £ATH .'
2
/ALL RI6HtA
-MOM...ALL
^SHT^y'
Form 3-1,2
Dominance II
>c/3 /
MV DAD SAVS REPORTCARD
0JA$ $0 POOR I HAVE TOSW IN ...
( Ml, CHARLIE BPOLOW! COHERE
I HAVE VOD BEEN? GJEVE BEEN
^ [JAlTlNS FOR voo...
Vol; ojanted id be the
mana6er.and voo're coin6
to be the mana6er/h0m.vou
2
k
- I CAN'T 60 OUT
-" TKt£E TODAY, LUCY.
.
I'M NO GOOD ASA
i MAMA6El?..l'M
5CARED!
SCARED?
WHY, WD
BLOCKHEAD.'
WELL.ATRR5TI THOUGHT I
WOULDN'T BE ABLE TO MAKE IT,
BUT I FINALLY SOT HERE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OF INFLUENCE.'
tW-H) t3tr\££ 'gm_^OT
AFTER ALL, ITS NOTTME
(JINNINS THAT C0UMT£...THE
FUN IS IN THE PLAINS!
1
3
2
if
1) t<4 Z
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Form B-1
Guilt I
5 SoSS X'uu
If
u~x £e-r £MiH rioe.^-
l4APt> TO PA6fe^ A ^00D
T3H& u>rrn
C3r
2
If
'
1/
L
^U
CHARLIE SRCUJN CAN T
MANAGE OUR TEAM TODAY
BECM6E HE MAS TO PUSH
H£ 3ABY SISTER A£OUNP
(N HER STROLLER'
<5ji i—VV^V
5^r j?~<*c»vBy |
5 THIS TRUE ?/f)
I can't help it if /our little
SISTER FOLLOWS ME AROUND.'
WHAT DO VOU WANT ME TO DO,
TELL HER TO GO AWAV?.'
WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?!
2
Itw td Be* A UlTTLE
El
/ YOU'VE 60T
/ this All wrong,
I CHARLIE
C
91
Form B-1
Guilt II
DON'T SM THAT, CHARLIE
5ROlON...l'M SURE THAT AS
*U6R0W OLDER WLL FINO
THAT YOU HAVE MAW TALENTS
IT
P 4) J
\
^o^p-ce of tafrCFPRT
TPTHE tuE^aV AMD
2
JOT
SO YOU DROPPED THE FLY'
BALL, AND WE L05T THE
CHAMPIONSHIP.. IT'S NOTTHE
END OF THE WORLD...
2
DON'T FEEL
BAD, CHARLIE
BROOM....
%l¥SL 5-/
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im well do you k w the Igg&Rts. caslcoa ctrlf? (check one)
vosry «aJ.l
— pretty wll
x
-
- a lifcfcla
,
not ai: all
8hat la your cwmlafciv* avasrn^;r f,
Havo you ever aoagfct pmfaaatattal psychological help? (chart aaa)
Ara you man living la (aback one)
tiaas 4o yoo data during a 7&day
Liat tha flrat aa* i*at of avaryaoa you can la this room
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INSTRUCTIONS
This is a picture arrangement test. You are going to be shown
some series of pictures, one series at a time. The pictures in each
series have been scrambled. Before they were scrambled, they composed
a complete cartoon. You are to put the pictures in their original order,
thus re-creating the original cartoon. The pictures are numbered so that
you can use the numbers in organizing them. I'll show some samples in a
minute. You will be shown each series of pictures for seconds
only. During this time, you are to solve the cartoon and write your
answer on the answer sheet provided
.
You will notice that in some cartoons, new wording has been
supplied. Such changes do not supply any special clues for solving
a cartoon, so it will be to your advantage not to waste time by giving
reworded cartoons extra attention.
Each cartoon has one correct solution. However, for some cartoons
there may be an alternative answer which will be acceptable. Every
cartoon can be solved.
Make sure each S puts his seating number on his answer sheet. This
will be a check on visibility, as well as serve as identification.
Show sample and explain. Ask about visibility.
Explain answer sheet.
There must be no talking.
Start experiment
.
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Matrix Showing the Correlation of Each Item
to Every Second Person Category for
Form A 1 ' *
Item #
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19
.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39 .
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
Boy-Mother
.3$**
SI
.11
.SH
.01
.22**
.39**
.28
.tl
.$«*
Boy-Father Boy -Girl
.15
.04
.01
.02
.48*
-.01
.05*
.54*
.12
.54*
.08
.47*
.01
.00
.22***
.42
.09
.31
.00
.54*
.16
.12
.06
.00
.54
.35
-.11
.00
-.09
.28
.34
-.04
.13
-.17
.36
.21
.24
.45
.50
-.11
.28
.49
-.02
.00
.03
.18
.23
.41
Boy -Boy
.17**
.09**
.15
.34**
.34
.38**
.32**
.V?
.15
.*7
.37
.01
.00
.15
.05
.03
.68*
.00
.40
.01
.15
.04
.00
.49
.61*
.02
.00
.19
.10
.12
.04
.10
.24
.09
.27
.29
.15
.41
.20
.17
.34
.15
.21
.11
.17
.33
.42
.17
.31***
.15
.09
.22
.15
-.12
.34
.34***
.34
-.10
.06
.33**
.00
-.03
.42**
.09**
.33
.00
.5*'
.*r
.34**
.28**
.00
.34
.19
-.08
.00
-.03
.25
.38
.06
.25
.06
.39
.17
lThe correlations computed
correlations were used ins
simplicity in programming
of the true values
.
here are Pearson Product
tead of the more appropr
the CDC 3600. The values
Moment Correla
iate biserial c
presented here
tions . Such
orrelations for
are underestimates
2Correlation coefficients outlined in black are those of items that belong to the
designated interpersonal area. Each correlation coefficient in the black box
should be higher than that of the item in any other second person category.
Significant predicted correlations appear in India Ink, a value of .45 being
needed fgr significance at the .05 level, df =23.
*
Important unpredicted significant correlations, a value of .40 needed for
significance at the .05 level, df = 23.
**
As predicted, the highest of the four correlations, although not significant
***
Correlation coefficient helpful in strengthening the predicted correlation.
Matrix Showing the Correlation of Each Item
to Every Second Person Category for
Form * ^
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Item # Boy -Mother Boy-Father Boy -Girl Boy -Boy
/. a
.44 1 O.38
o a
.24 • 33
. jo*** - .15
.33 • 31
.Jo*** - .03
• 69* .44
0 Q
.28 •26
• 13 - .30
.15 1 o.18
.10 •46*
.26 • 11
.14 - ,07
.36 • 38
A T
.07 0 A- .24
'
.15 1 A.14
.04 1 Q.18
•
.04 - .04
a a
.40 • J*+
.33 .50*
.76* • OU*
.36 9 7• ^ /
• jy
7 A* fin*
.00 •Uo
-
.01
.
jy** •UO
• 66
.-»<» • 60
.31
.13
.44 .35
.00 ,00
.28
.37
.44
.7* .60
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9 .
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
.26
37** .26
-
.03 - .29
25 .39***
.25 .24
.27 .45
.«»o
.39
.29 -.20
.19
.27 .25
.37** .10
.35** .05
.42 •77
-
.25*** -.10
.12 .05
.34 .33
.26 .34**
.33 .b»
.12 .38
.48
.14 .31
.16
.48
.14 .02
-.17
.08
.44
.48
.54*
-.22
.29
.00
.54*
.31
.44
.48
-.17
- .25***
.12
.45
.08
.29
.21
.00
.25
.26
.12
.12
.02
.02
.50
.64
.22
.60*
.60*
.00
.05
.34
.53*
.64
.13
.18
.25
.35
.06
.30
.41**
.00
.39
.38
.02
.20
.14
.14
.34
.44
.20
.44
.31
.00
.42
.15
.15
.04
The
cor
for
est
correlations computed here are earson
relations were used instead of the more
simplicity in programming the CDC 3600
imates of the true values.
Product Moment Correlations. Such
appropriate biserial correlation
The values presented here are under
122
Correlation coefficients outlined in black are those of items that belong to
the designated interpersonal area. Each correlation coefficient in the black
box should be higher than that of the item on any other second person category.
Significant predicted correlations appear in India Ink, a value of .45 being
needed for significance at the .05 level, df "23.
Important unpredicted significant correlations, a value of .40 being needed for
significance at the .05 level, df = 23.
As predicted, the highest of the four correlations, although not significant
Correlation coefficient helpful in strengthening the predicted correlation.
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Table Showing the Correlation
of Each Item in Form A with the
Total Score for Form A
ITEM # CORRELATION
1. .34
2. .¥•7
3.
4. .05
5. .27
6. frb
•
7. .13
8. .18
9. .19
10. .33
11.
12.
.ft
13. .18
14. .15
15. -.01
16. .09
17. Ml
18. .13
19. .04
20.
•
21. .26
22.
23. .10
24. .42
ITEM #
25.
25.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
CORRELATION
.12
.00
.08
.39
.09
.si
.00
.26
.26
.12
.00
Ml
-.02
.00
-.01
.35
Ml
.12
.35
-.07
.39
Significant values appear in India Ink. A value of .45 is necessary for significance
at the .05 level, df = 23.
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Table Showing the Correlation
of Each Item in Form B with the
Total Score for Form B 1
ITEM # CORRELATION ITEM # CORRELATION
1. 9 Sz. j . .10
2.
.36 ZD . .27
3.
-.29 27.
4.
.39
.7?
5.
.29 29.
.53
6.
.5? SO .12
7.
.a'/ 31J JL
8.
-.08 JZ . .00
9.
.36 3? .43
10. .32 Q/,j4 .
11. .27 3S St
•
12. .04 36
.
.7*
13. Si
•
-.01
14. -.16 J o . -.18
15. .06 39. .31
16. .18 AO SI
17.
.17 41. .13
18. 42.
19.
.40 43. .35
20.
.7? 44. .00
21.
.34 45.
22.
.43 46. .39
23.
.n 47. .18
24. .06 1 48. .16
^nificant values appear in India Ink. A value of .45 is necessary for significance at the
°5 level, df = 23.
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Comparative Reliability of
Male and Female Subjects 1
MALE FEMALE
AREA r « AREA r* HIGHER VALUES
T-I - 1 2 T-T
1
1 r
T-II 34 T-TT 1 n
H-I 18 H-T 1 A
• iU M
H-II .31 H-II r
Gv-I • 16 Gv-I . 18 r
Gv-II .64 Gv-II .46 M
S-I . 17 S-I .31 r
S-II .49 S-II .11 M
D-I .26 D-I .30 F
D-IE .13 D-II .16 F
Gt-I .47 Gt-I .35 M
Gt-II .30 Gt-II .43 F
TDIICT
J. IVUO J. ± CV.U iJ JL 6? T?r
HOb 1 1L1 1Y TT/~\C T1 T T TTV 1 Q 1 1 T?r
GIVING .50 GIVING .48 M
SEDUCTION .46 SEDUCTION .32 M
DOMINANCE .57 DOMINANCE .43 M
GUILT .45 GUILT .49 F
BOY-MOTHER .60 BOY-MOTHER .75 F
BOY-FATHER .49 BOY-FATHER .36 M
BOY -GIRL .55 BOY -GIRL .60 F
BOY-BOY .67 BOY-BOY .62 M
TOTAL .82 TOTAL
U
.83 F
k value of .29 for Females, and .33 for Males, is needed for significance at .05 level,
-arson Product Moment Correlations
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21 + 3
T&Nie*4T hk?W \JJ it\, X EVE
GjETtl7 SLEEP WITHOUT
&aN36TUCKED thJ *
MOM UJlU- £Nfc>\EMB»EK. TO
7/
1
UAPPHOKS 1$ frElNe
Adle to coo^t- OW
AFTER,
ALL/ hAYfct 1
Form A-
2
Trust I
/ DAD I
i 1 / BfcEN HELPING^ |
bite.
7 £i>r >AJ> a)A<» fcttfttT TH^ftE,,,
X DOMt THlt^K. X CAN
JO&T DoiOT TmtJK. 50.
N>q violet ,$a?£% x
mss ~ru^
,
I DID IT, CHARLIE BRO0JN...I
UJENT OP TO HER, AMD I TOLD
HER All abo^t hooj vou're
MADLV IN L0\/e IdlTH H£f?
(
AND.
WITHOUT HEU WHAT
VOO'RE UP 10, FIND OUT IF SHE'S
£VEf? NOTICED ME OR WHAT£fE
THINKS OF ME.JUT REMEMBER..
BE 5LV...3E REAL SIV.
I WANT VOU
SL¥LYTOSTA£T
A CONIZATION WITH
THAT LITTLE
RED-HAl^ED 6IRL..
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Form A-2
M t 3
Trust II
WA^ THAT"
-1
uvv&jt ~W\T 6ALLV
AS U>^ U^FT SCHOOL-
mSi ITS WA£j> fOEL A
I* THE CM ET,
CM0M£SN0H(TTcRKEMITSL[r<E
MVgRAiWmeRTMROiOiTTO 'M
OOMTSEAFRAlOOFTH^VHeSNO
Hi t TEl?NO HlTIti?ATAtLNOW77E£
;
PAST IM KElXNEl/eftHrr (TNOeOOt'
TO OJORRVASOCnTTH^OO] IT TO'{MiW
—
(f
2
Tri£ FAITH- OF^ A <3<s>l>>
_ wan Keeps I
You'll never catch
ball that luav.
r
1 2
3 4
/ 3 4 f
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Form A-2
uj^V£ HAfc TV tWKSEKS
reus. riM.£STuisuje.e<,
Siuce she Got we^. ?c#u
TABu£, SUES* 'CC6J£
KCtUlMG &QT PlAV R>OU
THAT "BiT-SS TH£" H*v/D/
that reeo$ Me . |.
mwm
X SOPPOS"H-
a &tAU-V OGtfi
TO £>t GUlTfc.
MY tMOTH
x oust "dom^t sraw td
Hostility I
3 2- /
too ww^t* ft*t>f\ rut? AHi> tH S?lRATI©H ?
i 3
IT'* rti* ?iw-V ROLff THAT
|H£?/v^cuo2.< cON&i Before tv,l
T2LL- N^Y pATtfER. oFfi /
'
oof All agreed that you
MUST BE A VERY NICE
PERSON, AND 60^EO<Emo
(S PLEASANT TO KNOW."
''dear charles mm. ...I
iTHANK YOU FOR YOUR LATEST
!
LETTER...IT WAS SO INTERESTING
THAT! READ IT ALOUD TO OUR
CLASS AT SCHOOL..."
_
MORE TttMl BAiG&ALL.
D
63Uut> HMc LVO^ Ttfc«T
2* 3/ / a* i
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Form A-
2
43*' I 329 (
SUE £HALLV L^T /He UAV£|W x feel Te-p&vfcue
SQ MAt> AT M£
1 2
3
If
A\Y MOTHER 15 MAD AT M£
FOR RUNNING OUT ON MY JOB
OF PUSHING A\Y BABY SISTER
AROUND IN HER STROLLER'...
THIS \S ~\Wc\
WORST Y£T.. I'VE
REALLY MIT
BOTTOM!
IT
Hostility II
<f~2 /J
A &DOD
TttrAT £<><JUM U K.ET PAD !
I MAK.E$ i+lM FEEL. <tft>0>.
P5 loeJe^i^eu) cutn^b
I ANVO^S" SO GfRWCBrV
V
! V0U BET IM NOT.' BECAUSE OF
: H(M I MISSED 60ING OUT FOR
"TRICKS OR TREATS"ON Halloween!
,1M HEVER GOING TO SPEAK TO
HIM A6AIN AS L0N6 AS I LlVfe
'
ALL cueei< Z tvcOuz&t
I'M RETALUY
!
ARE1 PLAPE |AI £>UR. S-'iXteryl
^3 / 3 £
130
^ 13
r\u- sue e^i^ x>v&> is
PLAY FQD'u - T^&Tb M-u
BgmGA Knee 6ov!
1 fAVDfcS tOZ- .
i
Form A-
2
Giving I
£<4 "3 /
;CM WCT FUlZ. Xskt • Xl AmatintmeN
ojokld are
v you doing*/
3Ur M^V5t ?A;^"&oG£Trt
VERY FM£- l^^TTY ^6RV
2
Ll
T Ve^ x Goes-* ru-
f to Mi\£e thcs
/ HQU) UOULD
/ VOU LIKE A
I CHARLIE BROM?
y^rs-^—
^
r
3
j
I VE ONLV HAD THEM IN MV FOOST
R)f? A WEEK.THERE'S 60/ME WHITE
ONES, SOME PINK ONES, SOME QBO
ONES AND SOME BLACK ONES...
THEVALL LOOK
BLACK TO ME'.
THEY DO TO ME, AND A
TOO...THAT'S I LITTLE BIT
VERY 5TRAN6£AiAU5EATlN6< 1
31/^
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mi
7lSEE AW \/ MOTHER MAS \
INCLUDED A NOTE j
\ IN A\V LUNCH
c
i
l
we ARE (jJorkins And sacrificing
; SO THAT WO MIGHT HAVE THIS
I
EDUCATION..STUDY HAf2D.. tMAKE
| US P33UD... LOVINGLY, MOM"
" DEAR SON, THIS 16 TO WISH
VOU WELL IN YOUR STUDIES
TODAS<..YOUR FATHER ANO I
LOVE YOU VERY MUCH ...
"
T
Form A-1,2
Giving II
;
CfctlU?i2ei> TC Bo V>£UIE^>
; PaiViLeS^s c^oee wa f
LOIAATT 'iVs LUe TP £>D
32 l*h
hfrr^ Fr
50>(?ELV Y0C DONT EXPECT
ME TO EAT RAW TOAST
IF IT5 ALL THE SAME WITH
YOU, I'D RATHE!? NOT RENEW
MV PRESCRIPTION.1
•2
If
DON'T BE DISCOURAGED, CHARLIE
BROWN... IN THIS LIFE WE LIVE,
THERE ARE ALWAV5 SOME
BITTER PILLS TO 6E SWALLOtOED..
j_ TH^u6ar HC'p 6l\/£T Mel
Anjt? X am u^fer
I
THAT" tfe "Pipot". J
^§ J
•f- ( 1
1
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Form A-2
Sex I
lit*
(THIS tSiCK T*^« A
-
)
it
^JE Or KOTrt^P-'i K.lS££Sj
iMwtrt
.
Dfc&S mrrcp ^>Y,
'AND \ts TU-G ^jUuVTlM-e
UjO^UDk/f IT /
1 2
3
we v^svjg: a uor OF fuu}
\v> Dtoe of "rue ^esru^j
X kajoco poi^ a- id
eGTto ¥^ouo Mis fATHeE,
c
3U. Wfcvs\
'
1
si*--
7TT
A
OKI MSS
I WONDEfA
WHAT I'D DO ]
If 5HE CAME
OVER HERE,
fcNDSAJ DOUR.
1 Al-U T^T'£ USFT rOS. MC
SHE'S COMING OVER HERE //
SHE'S COMING O^ES MERE !.'
QJHATtL I 00? THAT'LL I DO ?
I CJONDER IF I...6000 6RI£Fi
SHE SA(J ME L00KIN6 AT HER.
SHE'S STANDING UP,'
2 1
VcO CU^HT "TO Gz?*Ug
/V 3 A
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II
tro Svr c*o USE-
1 E^ArU-V u^c^^ti^
2
If
Form A-
2
Sex II
/ V 3 ^
W PAP r?
2
if
lUHW 00 Y^ >o lOrtffH Y*Vft-
FATucK- D>£>E^MT ^Ak/ X'Xo MS
f HE £>££u?£j> I'M tfeTHN<S
JoO OL> FOG. H»M> Tc3 I
M "
/MUSICIANS 6ET UNNERVED\
WHEN YOU TELL THEM THAT I
VJHEY HAVE PRETTY EYES J
/did Anyone
ever tell you
that you have
pretty eyes-
V5CHR0£D£R?
tF VCPO LW<*£ Ttfl* Of0£ /
60Ke fee TH-e rcs-t.
X TfrWNK. ^OQ'i> REAUuV
IT'S- /^MOTHER PICTURE
WWW^ THAT
1[
2 .
3 3/
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I<4 3 X
If
10 t+EK.
-MAWZ>S
SHE SAV
TO THAT?
1
2
3
£Houl$> ^ ice o? *Ay pawner.
Form A-
2
Dominance I
3 f -2-^
TJe iw>Tu our of i
riiTiTHecAN'Tei/cNseeiTH^ no
GOOD CiAONLET^TtKOaJfrRBHTON
PASTHMA&I/E 'fMTHEOl' 6£AN6Aa
LET^P(T^lT^6HTONPA5TW (60V
jG2r ~
r
1 2
3
CMON, CHARLIE 8[?0U)N, STRIKE
HIM OUT! ODE THINK
MAVBE VOUCAN DO IT I!
7
HOW CAN YOU 5AYTHAT7UE
DON'T KNOW THAT HE CAM
DO ITiVOl/REBEIMSH^flKRlTlCAL!
^Tt4b Co gapeNQs / t-tou; -to pitch ^ut x oavr!tttttffc TH/vr's Ri&ivr
-x I
TB-1KJK Vc?l> co^ur to
2* f 3
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3 /
Form A-
2
Dominance II
-
-
---
' : - -
-
7m} DAD IS TALLER^
V THAN YOUR DAD__y
AW PAD 15 ^\
A BETTER \
W06E PLAYER
THAN DAD /
3
2
1 r—
( MV DAD 60ES TO "\
W>TA MEETINGS! J
j
A\Y DAP HAS TRAVELED
MORE THAN YOUR DAD..
3
ojou^ ^.o<3G' W Trt S-ocu
nr
—
THIS COORLD /6 FILLED GdlTH
PEOPLE OJKO ARE AnXiOUSTO
FUNCTION IN AN ADMSOW CAPACITY!
V
~
1
3
(
/ IF YOU CAN ^
GET THIS LAST MAN
OUT, CHARLIE BROUN,
WEIL WIN THE
IM TriAT £*SZ WlL WAV*
TV rti^ou; a £ut>>£.3. ,5ut
1/* 2.
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Form A-
2
^3 XI
)<5l£H HUit-t '^OP^ F=C>£_
Wept <bO<0
1J
i suae A
Guilt I
tfiDTWe^ AUWKvyi
1
3
2
I SHOULD BE BACK MERE
A&OUT FIVE MINUTES..
«2 V> 3 /
poN'T rtEL ^iMi-Vf,
it's V<3Ui\ J>oTV tlo PiT'S'H
UJl+EM "rtE TEAM MSEPJ Yc^i
I mn't want to be a pitching
HERO AT YOUR EXPEN5E..IF VOL)
HADN'T 60T "LITTLE LEAGUER'S
EL30W" I OMDN'TEVEN 6E PITCHING
1/"
I FEEL
6UILT1/, CHARLIE
BROkJN...
If
OF COURSE. IFW WANT TO
FEEL JU5T ^ LITTLE SIT
SUILTY. 60 RI6H7 AHEAD
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^3 (
Form A-
2
Guilt II
3i/f
VvvwJ CAM X H-DfO 1X>
1 Vcot^ \jjq\5£ cxaok.^
4-(x\ ^roTAlML^ GLAD £U~£
tee 6dod ;>j i^^b
A*(<B GertrtPG TOO ra<_ MOT iHM:im4- tWr€
3
j UlHEN YOU BORROO) 50ME0NES
: crayons what is the one
; Thing above All else,that
WOUttAKE SURE YOU DON'T 00?
VGU SC)3'Y LG&Vu THGfA
©>J7 itt TO2 SUN!
3
2
(
j'LL (SiVE YOU A MlMT^
^/3 4
HES THREATENING ASAlN TO
BUY ONE OF THOSE KITS, AND
COT MY HAIR HIMSELF
THATS A GOOD (DcA...AND I
WHILE YOU'RE AT IT, WHY DON'T !
YOU LJRfTE Y0D£ O(0N BOOKS,
j
PAINT YOUfc 00JN PAINTINGS ANP
compose Your own music? i
/ 3 ^ Z.
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Form B-2
J^3 /
Trust I
3 JL I ¥
!Q30D GP^? / XrS TIM€
bW- DliJ^BR. AMD x'M
AUjj^V^ o^tcK5: At
iiu-wr poes A. pitched
; tS» TVO S>V "TO <LCM£
|TT> TUG IA\PO^.T^±OT
!GAMe 0PT4VE S<2A£C>t^ 1
_
ejCp^Crr HIM TO Be,
EA/^siTtvcofert tr is thg
^ju^uL.
-— 1
'
—
1 2 1 2
I
3 3 If
I \*xf\A
;
UoMg;J
1
) AM
to tWJE Tt> Car" TW£
2
EVERY YiAP.j,j^^
j'w&'fc^ fcg-Ao-v n? yuRi/s: the:
<££»Xe. I've /Uvuav* £DL)^ rei>
7l WAS AFRAID Y -ui \
j^ow r Know X
CAN CtUftT Ofx"
f.I PtDMT\
EXPECT To]
SEE YPU j
8/1
/WELL, I'M BAClO
CHARUE BROW,
AND I FOUND OUT
EVERYTHING VOU
MAV8E UE'u- £er Cc.NF-Ji£0
;
A**0 TELL THE CO* Eft. TEAM
ALL ooft SIGNALS / Oft M/W8E
I
7 r
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4%t 3
AfOD tt£ S^OtsO HQS- UFt> !
v4oo toes trSMtfR. frwrtfiKAftJ
A HERO/
Form B-2
Trust II
7 Ofj yiiw- J^D EXP^crs My FATHER THJNI&
op A Son A? sort 6p]U 80ILT iN' WifiMD/
I THINK HE LIKES
I
HAVfNS A £CN TO TAKE
TO THE BALL GAME...
IT
I
ARM
HURTS.
ALREADY? THIS IS
ONlVTHE FIRST SAME
OF THE SEASON IVOUR
ARM aNTHURTALREAW!
( TH
3
Vc*> u>fc*0 CWJ
c
2
If
QtO VOO "TD toW /X GAKt .
.AMD CLEAR OVER.
THE BACKSTOP! [CH/VRU& B^cwa/, X Ki
ioo £KN DO IT /
2
X'TS A "Pull Count* -Tp
You can Ger "TOlS- 34m£*?,
VV£*t-u w/.\ T\i<L &we /
T
there |t|5.„ri6ht
over the plate
...
3-2 4t /
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Forn 3-2
IfA POOR. \
F-aZ /vicwe?
tiOT TO ~
TH(M6 TO
(
mrW&
v
• THAT
Hostility I
A/
um#o few *=atu^s
8
i
4
jay cjoiW Peo&uS*^ ^
TH^T* DAD DOGS SO^H
WES? r-r=.
I HAVE
NATURALLY
'} \ CURL'/KAiR
AS A MATTER OF FACT, I DO.1
I SUPPOSE VOU'fcE 60NNA
5TART IN ON ME HOLO'.i
3
NO,T THINK ITS A GOOD
IDEA... I MEAM, IF ITMAKE5
VOU FEEL MORE SECURE, THEN
VOU SKOUIO CARRV IT 03ITK
r
3*
j^HiLTHMJfcBb MB, CP. v J |
TU-e: Vc^th- OF topa^
MA"D .mot
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Form 3-1 ,2
Hostility II
/
7"
j
Z3^M^"T "THAT-
j
he doesnt actually hate
ME...ME-JUSTTHIN^i'M
TOO SARCASTIC'
: fAO&QM NIGHT He lOeNT TO A
: ?TA MccT<N6,TUc5DAV NIGHT IT
; UJA6 Th£ 5CH0CL CO£D-
| i\E5PAV NI6UT IT OJAS THE &A*D
j OF DEACONS AND LAST N(6MT
' IT U)AS 30tt)UNS!
2
50TMI5 M0.QNIN6 HE6AVS
TO ME/' HI, THERE!" AND I
SAlD
(
«(jJHOARE<ttiO?I
DOM'T RECOSNfZE Wl"
DO VOU THINK I'M A
CRAB3V PERSON ?
L
2
Y£S
(
I THINK VOU'RE A
VERV CRAB6V PERSON
! MEY.LtMSJKOKJAMNY |-
TOYS DID HE B.QL\SY0y?:7i
[OAS A VICTIM
FALSE DOCTRINE..,
2
L
I RISE OP OUT OF THE PUIAPBS]
PATCM,\Hb BRINS TOYS TO ALL
j
THfCWLDSEN ON rtALLOMEEM i
2 ^ <
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Form B-2
Giving I
3 2*/
^ fine; IW2E^C?F
v^uuess to Ill, St>V ,
r: CAtot uer dap £q
WHAr AM. r WM£*#
3
OH, F0R5ET IT... I COULD
HEVER $M SOMETms LIKE
THAT TWICE IN ONE DAY!
fARE YOU ^U(?£^
YOU WANT TO BE
HAPPY ALL
ycwr Lire ?
2
If
BUT AWER51TV 15 WHATMAN
YOU MATURE...THE GROWING
SOUL 15 WATERED BEST BY
TEARS OF SADNESS...
is Just a p«es£N7-
GrBTT/d Q, SCh BMfi y JT'M
'tier AScuT To FALL
PoR ANVTtilNG So
3 ^' 3 3 / ¥ 2
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Form 3-1,2
Giving II
^ 3 ,17-/3
1 /if 2. & 3 3- I
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i
Form 3-1,2
Sex I
niS ISA SAM£...0)HV
aU'T WE TElL OTHERS ABOUT
? U)E COULO FORM TEAMS
AND C.?5AN(Z£ A LEA6UE'
NOOO TA£E Vte BOTTOM '
j
HAND, AHOm IT ON T0R..TKEN
I
T TAfCc BOTTOM HAND, AND f
PUT IT ON TOP AN£>S3 ON..SEE?
THEN I PUT HAND ON
ra?o?YoyRs.„NOw,vou put
VQ'JR OTHER HANP ON TO? OF
MiiNS... i HEN I'LL POTM OTHER
KANP ON TOP Of VOUSS...
VbU PUT VO^
HAND ON THE
TABLE fI£?£T
Job- Axio B^W^r oooOfy uuib CAO Ttve^
I 7 1 wm> txrci worS
f 3 a/ a z / 3
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Form 3-2
Sex II
<+3 £ I
:/Hy moms it &cdCH.|
1
/eVeRVTVUoffi O.K.. x
2
!
h
I TEoT sue hma-u-y
1 A^eb lM£ TO Sl^P
y^s, /»no He- Savs ife'u
OE Projo WtffiM J CAN'
SAy,
11 1 was a \
37- Pound W£AKi-INO. '
/ Are Ycu and Yc<jr. \
It's a s^tKLgT on 8cdv-
3uii.DiN'C. Sof^u. CP TttisiE.
VS RdallY u^ck. Good/
/|VW PAP \
GAAfe MS,
\V
; WHAT IF SHE SAID TO ME
.
NEAREST CHARLIE BROWN, WON'T
VO»6EMV VALENTINE?
i
PLEASE? PLEASE? PLEASE ?"
WHAT IF SHE CAME OVER TO
ME AND HANDED ME A BIS
FANCV VALENTINE WITH LACE
ALL AROUND THE EDGE?
c
^
> r
h —i
—
^
1 2 |:
!
3
D BETTER 60 (N... I THINK
iA CRACKING UP,..
A
\
Ajoulontitbe
/ 6REAT IF THAT
LITTLE RED-HAIRED
\ GIRL 6AVE ME A
\ VALENTINE
^
y TOMORROW?
m 13
ycxg£ ^\6ut [ rne sp
—
i
LIFE OF Tk£ S£A ANsv©^£
/ Voo u>/t utie/
RAO* 5tt>RlEV
j
O0?i> IvWV Oo-oi ypO
READ IT ?
WOW/ tWiS iS REAU-V
_
QftBAT/
146
/Form B-1 ,2
Dominance I
I
<-M / .
.
1
147
Form 3-1,2
Dominance II
WHEN 2 LOSE A BALL j j WHEN OTHER PITCHERS LOSE
SAME, DO S 6£T SENT | BALL GAMES, THEV SET
:0 l HE SHOWERS ?NOi I <?FNT Tn TMF sunMPf*;
c fi
X HAVE TO^TAfcE
LLLLLIj
1
2
;
}
NO, 0JATCHIN6 TV !
'
, ZtfjR /1 CAN'T SO OCT V
IIr i TO RAVArTcS SCrtOOiFOR Ati)H0L£tt)s3C,
2 !•
W OH. ...CJHAT ARE VO(J
1 D0IN6, STUDYING*
I MV DAD 5AV5 MV REPORTCARD i
OJA^ 50 POOR I HAVE TO STAY IN ... \
Mi, CHARLIE SROlGU! COHERE
HAVE VOO 3=EM?0JEV£KEM
^ UAlTlNS FOR VOU..
YOU> WANTED ID BE THE
MANA6ER.AND YOO'RE GOING
TO BE THE MANA6ERff;5a#y0U
ezrmiKS£At2!>i!lAHA6EI£f
I CANT 6C0JT
THESE TODAV/LUtt.
. I'M \C GOOD A5A
!
MANAS3?,. I'M
SCARED?
OJHV, VOD
3L0UHEAD.'
well, at first i thought r
WOULDN'T SE ABLE TOMA^E IT,
' &UT I FINALLY GOT HERE UNDER THE
INFLUENCE OP INFLUENCE.'
^ —
AFTER ALL, ITS NOT THE
WINNING THAT C0WT5...THE
FUN 1$ IN THE PLAVIN6!
2
If
piTC* WAT I 3m
*
148
Form B-2
Guilt I
/
l/OP^U3e: lO A L-iTTUs.
Time: is not H»> 0^ W
me s/\ys Ke iw^e-* t*e
ouGa-r to ^psj^o rioizs
P^rXi^EAui_V THiMk. SUB
£04*41 to Bar A*h*aaet»
;
X I'll CtfoKg /
15Av
3
Sf'v£ TKiep TOTeuu him
CHARLIE BROUJN CAN t
MANAGE OUR TEAM TODAY
BECAUSE HE HAS TO PUSH
HIS BABY 51STER A£0UNP
IN HER STROLLER!
IS THIS TRUEST)
\ in/
\ 1 CANT HELP IT IF /OUR LITTLE
; SISTER FOLLOWS ME AROUND
!
WHAT DO YOU OJANT ME TO DO,
TELL HER TO 60 AOJAY?/
;TW TO A U ITTLB
GOING ON HERE?
Y YOU'VE 00T
f
THfS ALL WRONG,
I CHARLIE\ BROtON
2. <f 3 24/3
149
J Just TgLd HeR. ilo*/
w/>s Vt/ir/f My KNoWLBbGe
z Mom RBAUyx
MAOis M<= F&fcl^
G^jiry FOR
WATCH im'G H4B i\£w£
Form B-2
Guilt II
I SPILLED A WHOLE MALTED
MiL£ DOWN THE REAR SPEAKER!
7>IV DAD \
/ ( sW<» 1
—as
7
MoM ^AID S'*£'S GitAD 7il£
NEWS HfitPEO ME \ti .
scuucl. Sue. was s&sfty
T St? B/VO.
3
ti^T'i lAlrtM" Kaog >at>
if
HE TOOK U5 TO THE DRIVE-IN
IN HIS NEW CAR LAST NI6HT... !
IT'S A REAL NICE CAS. ..IT EVEN
! HA5 A RADIO WITH A PROMT
i SPEAKER AMD A REAR SPEAKER., j
APPENDIX K
How well do you know the Peanuts cartoon strip? (check one)
very well
pretty well
a little
not at all
What is your cumulative average?
How many people are there in your immediate family?
Have you ever served in an elective office (check one at each level)
in high school?
__
__
yes in college?
^
yes
——
no
|
no
Have you ever sought professional psychological help?
mmmmmm
ves
_
no
Are you now living in (check one)
,
a rented room
i
a dormitory a rentc ' ;
apartment
_____
a rented house
other
_______
your parents 0 ^ore ' (specify)
List the names of all the professors you can Q
In what broad category of religious
(check one)
Orthodox Jewish
___^^
Christian Scientist
Fundamentalist Protestant
.
Agnostic
Mormon
* Roman Catholic
affiliation would you place yourself?
Liberal Protestant
Reformed Jewish
Atheist
Orthodox Churches
( Greek and Russian )
Conservative Jewish
Which best characterises your dating? (check one)
______
unattached
_____
engaged
_
dating one person steadily
.
married
pinned
152
lQ n How many people give you presents at Christmas time?
\l n What do you consider to be th«. nature 3f Man? (check one)
totally evil
^
mostly good* but. partly evil
mostly evil, but partly good Totally good
_____
equally evil and good
120 List as many of your mother °« lady friends as you can 0
13,, When on dates, MOST of the people I know have done the following (check as many
as are applicable)
have sexual intercourse pe*
kiss and neck k* ve or*1 contact with genitalia
manipulate genitalia to orgasm
i4 To how many people do you give presents at Christmas time?
15o Assuming Christianity to be true* which aspect of Christianity holds the
most meaning for you? (check one)
^
provision of a moral code
|
salvation from damnation
^ "life more abundant" provision of a 'Vay of life"
forgiveness of sins
16o Check any^ of the following sports in which you have participated in any way
squash lacross
Skiing (snow or water) sailing
'
weight lifting tennis
'
track and field boxing
soccer swimming
17. How often do you attend religious services? (check one)
more than once a week a few times a year
once a week
.
once a year
once a month never
Which best describes the atmosphere of your home? (check one)
if given the opportunity most children would show that they were capable
"
of handling more responsibility than is generally expected.
the saying M Father knows best " still has more than a grain of truth.
9 0 List the first and last names of everyone you can in this roam,
( Turn over and use the back if necessary,
)
VOtTR NAME AGE
CLASS
APPENDIX L
INSTRUCTIONS
This is a picture arrangement test. You are going to be shown
some series of pictures, one series at a time. The pictures in each
series have been scrambled. Before they were scrambled, they composed
a complete cartoon. You are to put the pictures in their original order
thus re-creating the original cartoon. The pictures are numbered so that
you can use the numbers in organizing them. I'll show some samples in a
minute. You will be shown each series of pictures for if ST seconds
only. During this time, you are to slove the cartoon and write vour
answer on the answer sheet provided.
You will notice that in some cartoons, new wording has been
supplied. Such changes do not supply any special clues for solving
a cartoon, so it will be to your advantage not to waste time by
giving reworded cartoons extra attention.
Each cartoon has one correct solution. However, for some cartoons
there may also be an alternative answer which will be acceptable. Every
cartoon can be solved.
Make sure each S puts his seating number on his answer sheet, Thi
will be a check on visibility, as well as serve as identification.
Show sample and explain. Ask about visibility.
Explain answer sheet.
There must be no talking.
Start experiment.
APPENDIX M
S
o
8
155
CD
b
5
2 <u
2
5
0*
1 U)> XSt CD fco
s
i>
o
(0
t
>
o
DD
Ul
a
5
01 «5C
S^IHH
NOSimh - V323QN3H
APPENDIX N
CHARLES M. SCHULZ
2 162 COFFCC LANE
BED A8TOPOU, CALIFORNIA
November 13, 1964
Tames M. Henderer
153 Lyman Street
South Hadley. Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Henderer,
You certainly may have my permission
to use "Peanuts' 1 in your thesis. If
you need any additional information
you are welcome to write bade to me.
Kindest regards.

